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O

n April 12, 2020, the world, it seemed at the time, stood still as it listened to
Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli perform an Easter set piece to an empty Duomo
di Milano, Italy, on invitation of the Cathedral and the City. The performance,
a message of love, healing and hope to Italy and the world was iconic because
the Duomo, usually filled to capacity with tourists and worshippers alike, was
empty. Bocelli’s voice echoed over the empty pews, out into the empty squares
and streets outside, and further on, to the empty walkways of Europe, and the
entire world. Titled “Music for Hope”, the solo concert was poignant because
for some weeks at that point, the COVID-19 pandemic had swept over the
globe, leaving thousands dead in its wake, and causing the entire world to
go into various levels of lock-down. International travel had ceased, public
gatherings banned, celebrations postponed indefinitely, and in countries such
as Italy, which was Europe’s “ground zero”, or Wuhan in China, where the
virus was said to have originated, full lockdowns were in force. The sudden
silences, with streets devoid of automobiles, or even human movement in
some places, underlined the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic, the virus so
contagious that it spread through simple contact with people, or surfaces.
Bocelli’s performance was both a plea, and a lifting up, bringing into sharp
focus the essential, indeed, complementary role of the artist at such a time
as this. Issues of health must be approached holistically, and not as the sole
concern and therefore burden of only a few, be they healthcare workers or
even governments.
The pandemic has been with us for almost a full year now, as I write this at the
close of 2020. In that time, life as we know it has altered for good. The ‘old
life’, which we now refer to as “pre-COVID”, is gone, with its lifestyles, habits,
social life, even appearance. We are now living lives where the “new normal”
includes not leaving our houses without donning face masks as a matter of
personal care, and of law. This is why this issue is focused on COVID-19, and
more centrally, the plights, roles, and metamorphoses of the artist within
the past year. It is no secret that one of the sectors most devastated by this
coronavirus pandemic has been the cultural and creative industries, which
are home to musicians, actors, performers, and entertainers. When social
gatherings were banned as potential ‘super-spreader’ events, the sector took
a severe body-blow, globally. You only need to realise that your favourite
blockbuster films have not been released to theatres in almost a year, or that
you have not been to a musical concert in that time, to see the truth of this
statement.
Despite being severely limited in terms of performance, production of art, or
distribution of artistic outputs, artists have found (innovative) ways to keep
going. Musical concerts, productions, artwork, film and television have found
their homes and niches in various online spaces, for example. Audiences,
including Kenyan ones, have invariably participated in online gigs, Zoom
parties, YouTube watch events, and for some, online streaming services such
as Netflix have given them platforms to showcase their work. Similarly, we
as a people have found new ways to live with the pandemic, meaning a slow
return to concerts, movie halls, live performances and other exhibitions, all
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done under new “COVID-19 protocols and regulations”. There is, therefore,
consensus worldwide, that it is artists who have kept the entire world “sane”
over the past year. Without music, television, film, radio, podcasts, writers,
and other audio-visual art, the populations of the world would not have
survived the lockdowns, curfews, and restrictions on physical proximity. The
psycho-social damage would have been much worse than it has been.
But all these opportunities have not come without serious challenges. Not all
artists have had equal access. Their particular plight – arts in the time of the
global pandemic – is the central theme of this Special Issue.

This issue of Jahazi
therefore pays homage
to the artist, centering
all artists as essential
personnel, offering the
concrete psycho-social
foundations as well as
centre-beams that hold
human lives together, the
glue that keeps humanity
intact

This issue of Jahazi therefore pays homage to the artist, centering all artists as
essential personnel, offering the concrete psycho-social foundations as well as
centre-beams that hold human lives together, the glue that keeps humanity
intact. Even now, as the coronavirus that causes COVID-19 continues to rage
worldwide, these artists continue to give of themselves and their talents –
lives, really – to keep us entertained, occupied, soothed, comforted, and full
of hope, often at personal cost. Some of these artists have given personal
accounts of their lives in this issue, giving us glimpses of resilience and hope
through the pandemic. Some continue to battle diseases such as cancer while
endeavouring to keep producing artwork that will impact different publics.
Some have taken a policy approach, putting effort into centering the artist
and the arts in government policy to ensure artists are given due recognition
that safeguards their access to financing, and inclusion.
It is no secret that the arts are still not seen as “serious” professions, something
that is prevalent right from our education system that has separated the two,
censuring and censoring the arts. This censure continues to be viewed at the
broad level where government offices constituted to support the Arts continue
to ban films, censor productions, and inflict severe production limitations that
make it difficult for artists to make any significant headway in both producing
and marketing their work. And in terms of compensating artists for their
work, the currency of “exposure” has continued to rear its head through the
pandemic. Is it time concerted resistance to this kind of exploitation brings it
to an end? These subjects, and more, are discussed at length in this Special
Issue of Jahazi.
At its inception, Jahazi was birthed on the ethos of community, and of
bridging the yawning gap between academia and practice within the creative
arts and cultural industries. Everything, from contact with our contributors,
to the editorial processes, was done communally, via face-to-face meetings.
Our contributors found inspiration for their pieces through community. This
is the first Issue to deviate from that norm. Signifying the “new normal”,
contributors have largely written their pieces in isolation, introspecting and
drawing inspiration from within. The editorial process has also taken place
remotely, via Zoom meetings, and in isolation. Still, we have found, all of us,
our community, new spaces and ways to keep contact as we navigate the
pandemic. In the words of photographer Mutua Matheka, featured in this
Issue, we have lived, and worked, as true artists – isolated in parts, seeking
inspiration from within, but still finding ways to commune with others. This
might become the “new normal” for many going forward, as we continue to
navigate COVID-19, and beyond.
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T

his Issue of Jahazi is devoted to reflections on COVID-19, the global
pandemic that unearthed most poignantly the sick reality of the public
health care system in the world. The need to interrogate the unending pursuit
of wealth and power, the sharp inequalities in accessing basic health care and
the weak infrastructures is before our eyes, once again.
Instead of ensuring that healthcare was available for all, guaranteeing broadly
accessible and free testing, mobilizing contact tracers to follow paths of
infections and supporting people-centered quarantines, we witnessed much
confusion, glaring lack of leadership and COVID-19 related corruption. The
anemic halfhearted programs about containing the virus and ‘flattening the
curve’ were devoid of precise plans on how people could feed their families
and pay rent under lockdown or how to deal with the psychological challenges
resulting from loss of jobs, staying indoors and burying family members.
The poor were deserted and left on their own and told to ‘take personal
responsibility’ to prevent infection.
Other than organizing a comprehensive system to deal with the Coronavirus
and learning from the history of pandemics, the political and economic elite of
certain countries decided that the interests of capital supersede those of the
poor and the working class. Factories, trains and planes continued moving,
at least in the earlier stages of the pandemic, because big money had to be
made. In other cases, the elite saw an opportunity to make capital out of
the pandemic and redirected public life-saving health care equipment and
accessories to private use.
Health workers could not access Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as they
worked in hospitals and clinics. There were stories about the privatization of
public ventilators and the conversion of homes and hotel rooms to private
clinics with doctors waiting in the wings, just in case a family member was
infected. We witnessed gross violation of basic human rights under curfew
enforcement and increase in gender based violence on the streets and in
homes, including a rise in teenage pregnancies. Still, in other instances, the
political elite seized the opportunity presented by the pandemic to hold superspreader rallies, consolidate their power, and stifle freedom of expression.
Nonetheless, there were numerous instances of local community solidarities
and empathy, sharing of basic needs, and caring for each other. COVID-19
has not just been a medical calamity; it has been a wake-up call for us all
to look at our political path, our economic choices and our social practices.
At the core of this wake-up call is the urgent need to invest in and build
transparent systems of national healthcare for all and to ensure that health
workers are able to give services in dignity. It is completely inexcusable that
PPE were unavailable to health professionals and that they had to resort to
strikes and media appeals. The failure and slow pace of response by health
insurers, including the National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF), in covering
COVID-19 related complications led to much frustration and despair among
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those infected. With transparent and better use of public resources,
universal health care should not be too difficult to implement.
Leaders must act more responsibly. While the Coronavirus is an
international problem, it manifests itself nationally and locally where
decisions have to be made. It therefore demands responsibility at all
levels of leadership –from cultural to religious, political, and economic
domains - as we deal with the vulnerabilities of human life and the
uncertainties of existence. The infectiousness of the Coronavirus has
shown us how vulnerable we are, underscoring the need for deeper
empathy, and why we should care for each other more. The stark reality
about how selfishly we treat the environment and how interdependent
we are has been presented to us, once again.

COVID-19 has not
just been a medical
calamity; it has been
a wake-up call for
us all to look at our
political path, our
economic choices
and our social
practices.

The opportunity to be fair and humane is coming soon through the
COVID-19 vaccine. Will access to the vaccine be equitable and affordable?
Already, we understand that the rich countries are buying off the
vaccines without regard to the destiny of poor countries. It seems that
we have not learnt about the danger of ignoring our interconnectedness.
This virus will only be eradicated if it is defeated everywhere. There
is shocking folly in assuming that one can achieve security and wellbeing in isolation, within one’s borders. The human species is intricately
intertwined forever. It is actually that simple.
Given this interconnectedness, what then is the role of the artist during
a pandemic? Wherever they are located, artists have been affected
in fundamental ways by COVID-19. Immediately the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global pandemic on March
11, 2020 the main measures taken by governments around the world
right away was the temporary suspension of all social, cultural, leisure
and recreational activities. In Kenya, the government imposed a curfew,
educational institutions were shut down and social places were closed.
While the demand for digital creative content went up as people stayed
at home and artists who depend on isolation to produce new works
did some work, most subsectors in the cultural and creative industries
were on their knees due to the complexity of their production and
distribution processes. Theatre and live music which depend on intense
social interaction were substantially affected as urban centers and social
spaces went quiet.
During national and local crises, artists play an important role in
education and entertainment. They give hope to communities in times
of despair and provide what might be viewed as momentary therapeutic
escape from a harsh reality. This response to isolation can lead to creative
dynamism with concomitant increase in production and consumption.
But at their core, the cultural and creative industries remain precarious
and vulnerable due to low levels of investments and structural
weaknesses which artists ought to pay attention to at all times. In the
North, the main sources of revenue for artists are government funding,
private donations and income from sales and ticketing. But in Africa,
the sources of revenue for the creative sector are so weak that at the
slightest disruption the sector goes under. The digital platforms where
artists with digital capabilities might gain some revenue are unequal,
unaffordable and inaccessible to many.
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While there were efforts by the state and private donations to support
the sector, these were random, far between, and minimal. Going
forward, it would be important that the sector receives significant
state interventions – through for example direct financial aid,
subsidies, emergency funds, tax incentives, affordable, accessible and
secure platforms. The cultural and creative sector ought to be viewed
as an ecosystem that has embedded within it multiple stakeholders
and contributing to the general economy at the national and local
levels. To ensure more resilience in the sector and create a buffer
against sharp disruptions as we have experienced in 2020, it is vitally
important that we invest more purposely in digital literacy and
innovation. This is especially urgent in the case of Africa where levels
of digital literacy are still low.
But there is another matter that artists must of necessity pay attention
to: governance and accountability within the health system. It is not
enough that artists give hope to our communities; they ought to call
out public officers who undermine service delivery. The vocalization
of disgust through art coupled with community action demanding
inclusive access to basic rights and dignified lives happens within an
environment of artistic freedom and freedom of expression. Those
freedoms are critical before, during and after crises and should not
be compromised.
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Introduction

COVID-19 has changed, and will continue to change fundamentally,
the way we live. Among the aspects of our lives drastically affected by
this scourge are our creative activities, or simply the arts. In this brief
reflection, I consider the impact of COVID-19 on the arts and a few
possible responses to it. The main theme or thrust of my thoughts is that
resilience, flexibility and a quick mastery of new technologies will keep
our enterprise relevant in the “new normal”.
I begin my musings with some basic definitions of the concepts of art
and culture and their role in our human enterprise. Then I briefly look at
the main challenges posed to artists by the COVID-19 pandemic, before
I suggest some possible responses. Obviously, our subject is of very large
dimensions, and it would be naïve to assume a comprehensive coverage
within a piece of this length. Perhaps the best recommendation is to keep
exploring further possibilities, preferably starting with the views of my
fellow contributors to this publication.

Definitions

“The way we live” is my favourite definition of culture, in imitation of
my teacher, Taban lo Liyong (1972). I proceed to typify culture into four
main aspects, namely, identity, regulation, production and expression.
Along those folklore-inspired aspects, I expand my definition of culture
as “all the ways in which a given society identifies, regulates, sustains and
expresses itself” (Bukenya 1985).

That is what the arts do
for us. They both reflect
our lives and reflect on
those lives. The artist,
proverbially, holds up a
mirror to us. S/he makes
us see how we live,
love, rule, serve, trade,
fight and die. That is the
reflection, the throwback
to us.

To cut quickly to the arts, I see them as belonging to expression, the
creative aspect of culture. The arts, as the expressive aspect of culture,
are a kind of stepping back from the pragmatic struggles of our existence
–the struggles to fit in our society, behave properly and contribute to the
economy –and actually reflect on those struggles. The arts reflect on the
“hows” and “whys” of our existence.
That is what the arts do for us. They both reflect our lives and reflect on
those lives. The artist, proverbially, holds up a mirror to us. S/he makes
us see how we live, love, rule, serve, trade, fight and die. That is the
reflection, the throwback to us. The artist also invites us to reflect on
the business of living, considering the reasons of our doing what we do
and inviting us to consider alternative and possibly better ways of going
about the business.
Conventionally, we divide the arts into some four categories, namely, the
visual or decorative arts, the linguistic or literary arts, the performing
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arts and the architectural or spatial arts. The categories are based mainly
on medium and mode of expression. Literature and orature, for example,
are the linguistic arts because their main medium of expression is language.
Music, dance and drama are labelled performing arts because live enactment
is their medium.
We know, however, that there are no rigid dividing lines among the arts,
especially in African experience. The various categories are interwoven and
they constantly interpenetrate in the actual presentation and consumption
of the arts. A drama performance, for example, will most probably comprise
a literary text, possibly a musical component and numerous visual effects in
terms of scenery, props, costumes and makeup. It will be presented on a set
and within a space architecturally designed.
It is, thus, obvious that the arts are one interconnected and interconnecting
enterprise. They bring together not only the community of artists and their
supporting technicians but also, crucially, their audiences. An attack on one
pillar of this structure is obviously an attack on the whole structure, and that
is precisely what the coronavirus and its resultant COVID-19 scourge has
done. It has had profound penetration through all the layers of society.

Challenges of COVID-19

The pandemic is such a multi-layered and multi-faceted phenomenon that it
is impossible to address all its challenges in a discussion of this scope. We will
pick on only three here and see if we can suggest some ways of responding
to them in our own small ways. These are the psychological, the social and
the technical dimensions. I carefully avoid the crucial but overly complicated
spiritual, political, economic and philosophical aspects of the pandemic.
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Anyway, what lies at the heart of our COVID-19 pandemic challenge is that
it is a medical and, literally, a life-and-death problem. I will not go into the
details of what we have been told and directed about the pandemic, partly
because they are now well-known, and partly because I do not want to risk
misleading the reader in my abysmal medical ignorance.
But the key points in our awareness are that COVID-19 is a highly contagious
and deadly disease, that it is mainly transmitted through exhalation
and inhalation of a virus from person to person. There is, as of now, no
definitely effective remedy or vaccine against it, and the best ways to avoid
contracting it is to keep our hands clean and sanitised, wear masks, isolate
ourselves and keep “social distancing” among one another.
From these, our challenges arise. Psychologically, the artist, just like any
other member of the human race, is frightened. Plagues, epidemics and
pandemics have always preoccupied artists with their indiscriminate
viciousness. This is what we see reflected in works like Albert Camus’ The
Plague (Camus 1947; Buss 2001), Francis Imbuga’s Miracle of Remera and
the grippingly prophetic Steven Soderbergh’s 2011 film, Contagion.
Such works reflect, and reflect on, the vulnerability of humankind in the
face of the irrational and implacable forces of nature. The preacher and
poet John Donne, who lived through several plagues in London, once
wrote, “Each [hu]man’s death diminishes me” (Donne 1999). This is scarily
relevant to us today, as we see or hear of our compatriots, celebrities,
acquaintances, friends or even relatives abruptly succumb to COVID-19.
We may fear not only for our lives but also for our artistic careers, as John
Keats, a trained medicine man, put it: “(When) I have fears that I may cease
to be/Before my pen has gleaned my brain” (Hirsch 2001).
The challenges of COVID-19 on the social scene are legion and their impact
on the production and consumption of the arts is colossal. The arts are,
by definition, communication. Whether you are a poet, a sculptor or a
musician, your staple is the production and shaping of a message in your
medium and sharing it with an audience.
Frequently, too, as we suggested above, the creation of an artistic work is
itself a collaborative effort, bringing many creative people together. In the
performing arts, like drama or music, the work is created and executed by
teams, like casts, choirs or orchestras. Sadly, it has been noted that choral
and orchestral performances may carry significant risks of spreading the
coronavirus, for obvious reasons.
Moreover, the execution and enjoyment of a piece of art is a multifocal
phenomenon. The artists bring the work of art to life, responding to its
“text” (score, text, libretto or orature), reacting to one another, and sharing
it with their audience. Meanwhile, the audience responds to not only what
happens onstage but also to one another. This is a uniquely intricate social
experience of the arts. The COVID-19 avoidance requirements, sometimes
referred to as “SOP”s (standard operating procedures), put it under
extreme strain. How do we go on creating and sharing artistic work under
these constraints?
This is where the technical challenge comes in. We cannot just throw up our
arms in the air and give up on our artistic calling. We have to explore ways
and means of producing and enjoying works of art adequately within the
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prevailing conditions. What is happening today, with the scary prospects of
terrors like COVID-19 recurring, is a paradigm shift. It is not a passing phase,
after which we will return to “normal”. Whatever we enter after taming the
coronavirus and its COVID-19 will be a “new normal”, requiring us to adopt,
adapt and improve our communication and artistic techniques to cope with
the challenges of the new reality.

The artist’s response

My suggestions for responding to these challenges will be brief and very
tentative. This is mainly because I do not know how to respond definitely or
even satisfactorily to what we are facing. The whole situation is so new and
unprecedented that claiming any certainty in dealing with it would be either
extremely naïve or foolhardy, or both. Indeed, I would be the first to admit
that my wishes are parent to the thoughts I express here.
I rely for my suggestions on my subjective recollections of artists’ hints
in their works, observations of prevalent practice of artistic creativity
and consumption, and my indefatigable and unflagging optimism about
our human potential. This is what I summed up earlier in my call for
resilience, flexibility and technology management. I believe that, armed
with appropriate awareness, the right mental and emotional attitude and
a sound technological competence, today’s artist can perform and thrive in
her or his COVID-19 and post-COVID-19 environment.
Psychologically, the artist needs to combat despair and depression. It is not
an easy requirement. But realistically, so long as we are here, we should
regard ourselves as survivors, and survivors for a purpose. That purpose is to
defy the pandemic, stand up and sing, drum, dance, paint, write, orate and
sculpt the story of humanity in our times. The optimism is the unshakeable
faith in the final triumph of humankind. In Imbuga’s Miracle of Remera, for
example, the hero ends up stumbling upon a herbal cure for a virus-caused
disease for which there was previously no known cure.
Along with that positivity goes humour, as the mention of Imbuga inevitably
suggests. Humour is the ability or aptitude, necessary in artists, to look
at objects and situations from a distinctly “different” angle. I laughed,
for example, when the receptionist at my physiotherapist’s clinic joked
to me, “We’ll soon be marrying only eyes!” referring to our ubiquitously
masked faces. I had previously thought of “snouts”, the noses and mouths
of animals. Were we looking more and more like our furry, four-legged
relatives?
The social aspect is puzzlingly more complicated. We are still to work out
a satisfactory reconciliation of the isolationist demands of survival within a
pandemic environment and the participatory and collaborative necessity of
creativity. We also need to reconfigure the logistics of staging drama, dance
and music convincingly in the face of the social distancing prescriptions of
our health experts.
Eliciting appropriate responses from a drastically scattered audience
also remains a game of chance. Architects will also have to agree that
conventional theatres and other performing venues are noted as potential
coronavirus harbourers, raising the need for different staging spaces. We
may, indeed, find ourselves reverting to open-air amphitheatre spaces as
the preferred venue for our performances.
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This brings us to the technical and technological challenge, which
I would rather characterise as an opportunity. In the face of all the
problems noted above, the need for a sure grasp of all the available
resources becomes crucial. I am thinking particularly of digital
technology and cyber space as very fertile fields for the creation,
practice and enjoyment of our arts. We writers were already there to a
certain extent. Other artists need to explore and experiment vigorously
with what is best suited to their medium.
Film, for example, is doing well, with the watching of online movies
reported to be rising in the lockdown times. Musicians are also
experimenting with rehearsing and performing via video links and
other teleconferencing techniques. These experiments will bear better
and better fruit as we try them and perfect their operation. Above all, I
would like to see artists enhance or introduce into them the interactive
dimension essential to artistic experience.

Conclusion

The show must go on. COVID-19 has hit us hard, and it may continue
to do so. But we should never despair, never give up. On the contrary,
we should strive all the harder to refine our creative act and share it as
effectively as possible with our fellow human beings. One little fall, as
the Waganda say, does not silence the children’s song.
Austin Bukenya is a creative writer, literary critic, and columnist
(Saturday Nation) based in Kampala, Uganda. He previously
taught at Kenyatta University and Makerere University.
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The lone masked woman walks briskly down Bole Michael street at six in the
morning. Her name is Meheret. A white cotton shawl covers her long wavy hair
and falls easily around the contours of her neck. Her arms are crossed around
her small frame. She strikes a purposeful stride, her long skirt swishing and
swaying around her ankles, above a pair of comfortable, black dusty skechers.
She has the air of one clinging tightly to something, even though she holds
nothing in her hands. She ponders the last year when the Kiremt season burst
forth from the dark clouds descending from Entoto, signalling the coming
of a new year. In a few months, it will be September eleven. New Year’s Day
in Ethiopia. But a day of much sorrow in the United States commemorating
the 9/11 terror attacks, where her older brother now lives. Today, the past
is a galaxy far away, and with each step, she whispers the names of family
members, friends, old school mates that she fears she may never see again.
She thinks of her neighbour Tesh, the gravedigger, and his increasing numbers
of burials. He must be so tired now. Tired of the looks of disgust his neighbours
give him when he returns home in the evening. Tired of washing off the fear of
catching COVID-19. Then she wonders how on earth to celebrate Fasika – Easter,
following the state-of-emergency announcement forbidding gatherings, even
funerals, due to COVID-19. Her throat is parched.
This year, the pre-Fasika fasting season has been unusually harsh. She hasn’t
sung in a few weeks and her earnings are drying up. The music in her bones
died with the announcement on radio ushering in the language of caution
and mandatory separation of humans from one another. This virus, invisible
and foreboding, shifts the ground beneath her feet as she knows it, as she has
known it, as her ancestors have known it. She is tumbling into the unknown.
She hastens her steps and says almost out loud, that even Egzhiaber, who is
all knowing, all seeing and who, according to her sister Misrak, allows and
approves all things, doesn’t seem as in control as he used to be in the days of
old. Then, the coming of a plague was pronounced and the alarm raised before
the settling in of darkness on the enemies of God’s children in Egypt - always
Egypt. Even now, Egzhiaber’s children suffer. They suffer here, and they suffer
there. It’s in the WhatsApp videos Misrak sends her. The plague is bad in Egypt
and God’s children cannot return home. Is Egzhiaber awake to what he has
allowed? Why such punishment on everyone, including creators of art, such as
herself? Egziabher is definitely angry. He has meted out a heavy punishment
on carpenters, shopkeepers, farmers, hoteliers and creators of art. No one, not
even her once optimistic sister Misrak, has been spared of this sorrow.
Meheret cuts through a newly paved road through the Kebele, past a Buna
bet - coffee joint. A whiff of the most delicious of coffee aromas beckons
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but she hastens past, without so much as a glance. Ignoring it is an
act of self-flagellation. She has emptied herself of all desire for earthly
longings. Still, she struggles to replace the unbearable ache for the
day she can rejoin her band members and wait as they strain to tune
new guitar strings, argue over chord progressions, mess around with
the masinko and handle the spit valves on their wind instruments with
the ease that comes with knowing one’s craft.
The music in her veins has been taken over by a dirge and a long list
of requiems from the book of Lamentations. She inhabits within its
sorrowful cadence and wrestles with the uneasy comfort it brings.
Jerusalema!!! Her ubiquitous ringtone brings her to the present. It’s
a message alert. Most probably a news item forwarded by her sister
Misrak who has taken to supplying her with more and more news of the
dying and those hallucinating in intensive care units around the world.
She lurches on to the images of the elderly, like her mother Woizero
Yeshimebet and those with Type 2 diabetes like so many in her family
and in her neighbourhood. She swears she will avoid looking at these
images because of late, disembodied beings with vacant eyes and deep
eye circles have been visiting her in her sleep. Last night, for instance,
the caskets piled up on the streets somewhere in Ecuador hovered above
her at night and she wrestled, like Jacob, to untie the umbilical cord that
had snaked around the entire equator in an ever-tightening chokehold.
When daylight came, she vowed to intensify the fasting and make her
way to a place of solitude – St. Michael’s.
Tesfaye, her younger
brother, owns a
pharmacy near Global
Hotel. He has taken
to carrying a sanitising
spray everywhere he
goes and has warned
her about her gigs,
musical instruments and
microphones, which he
swears are all COVID-19
petri- dishes.

At St. Michael’s Church, she stands a distance away from the throngs
lined up outside its high walls. Sanctuary no more, the thick wooden
doors are shut, and the priests who traverse the streets blessing the
faithful, the sinner and the anxious are out of sight; their voices mediated
only by loudspeakers. With the local priest behind the walls, the cross he
once carried like a talisman, and one she so longs to touch and kiss in an
act of pure supplication, also disappears from view.
In these times of COVID-19, everyone has become a disinfector of the
virus, a priest ordained by the World Health Organization to purify all
surfaces with soap, water or disinfectant. Tesfaye, her younger brother,
owns a pharmacy near Global Hotel. He has taken to carrying a sanitising
spray everywhere he goes and has warned her about her gigs, musical
instruments and microphones, which he swears are all COVID-19 petridishes. Here, outside the walls of the church, she stands secure and bows
deeply, making the sign of the cross three times. She spots the wealthy.
They hide their anxiety behind dark sunglasses and from a distance, the
Police watch for signs of discontent. This is new ground. This is unholy
ground.
Minutes after she settles herself, the steady beat of the sistram is especially
sharp and the chant fervent in tone. From time to time, she takes out of
her skirt pocket a piece of paper on which an unfamiliar verse has been
scribbled by her sister Misrak.
…If my people, she begins in stops and starts… trying to grasp its
meaning. Those called after my name … If they repent and pray… I shall
heal their land… She wants to beg God to restore the gigs that pay
her rent. It’s due again and she is dreading the thought of moving in
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to live with her brother Tesfaye. The loud speaker bellows a sacred chant in
G’eez. She closes her eyes and in on herself, settling for the familiar sounds she
struggles to trust.
Meanwhile, Assefa, an old friend of Meheret’s, has now taken to ad-libbing the
songs his mother used to love as he paints. Alemayehu Eshete, Girma Beyene
and Seyfu Yohannes keep his spirit grounded. They remind him of a time when
hope was certain. Nowadays, showcasing in galleries seems to belong to a
time past, and he is unsure of how to navigate calls to showcase his paintings
online. He sometimes strolls around the neighbourhood reflecting on these
strange times with his former classmate, Yaphet - also a painter, who was
moonlighting as a waiter at Fendika before it closed its doors due to COVID-19.
They walk around on weekends, naming the assortment of Asmari bets now
shut to revellers. They ponder the absence of sweet mitmita flavours with kitfo
- (raw meat), the disquieting lights over a listless Chechenia and the flatlining
of song, dance and laughter. They bemoan the absence of cheap beers that
clinked and clanked all night, fusing with the first sounds of the birds in the
once vibrant nightlife of Addis Ababa.
Today, they notice that the calming aroma of neighbourhood buna bets – is
not pulling in the regulars. The lights are dimmer at Bole International Airport
and the buzz of aeroplanes a lot softer. The throngs of conference-goers are,
for now, a thing of the past. The two artists, whose work revolves around
the events and conference cycle are in limbo. And the company retreats that
tend towards team-building in resorts and where they sometimes display their
works have been postponed to some other time. Assefa wonders out loud
about a group of Italian tourists who have pleaded to stay longer in Ethiopia
for fear of not surviving the virus at home.
“This is a new battle of Adwa,” states Yaphet attempting irony, hinting at the
uneasy historical relations between the two countries.
“Is it an Adwa or interdependency?” wonders Assefa.
It is getting dark, and silence is creeping in. Back in his room in Arat Kilo,
Assefa has an idea to paint death hovering in the air as the world huddles to
moan together. He contemplates the Italian tourists’ dilemma some more and
begins to sketch the impossibility of feasting on fattened sheep during Fasika
while in isolation.
Months later, the Kiremt season is in full bloom. The rains burst out of the dark,
cold clouds descending from Entoto, signalling the coming of the Ethiopian
new year in September which should dot the landscape with yellow flowers.
Assefa continues to sketch notions of isolation and interdependency, all the
while ad-libbing to old songs to root himself in what is familiar and sure. But
there are no waiting buyers.
Meheret is still not singing. There are still no gigs. The nightly visitations and
nightmares demand more and more of her. She has heard that some countries
are setting aside millions to help artists. How lucky they are, she thinks. Her
brother Tesfaye’s pharmacy is booming with increased demand for COVID-19
preventative remedies. But for the artist, there might never be a new year.
Mercy Wambui lives and works in Addis Ababa. She is often seen having
coffee in a buna bet or checking out the Ethio Jazz scene.
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Introduction

What happens when a rhythm is interrupted, a routine challenged,
and a way of life completely turned on its head? What happens
when a devastating and unexpected event occurs that affects
people indiscriminately? In 2019 the entire world was invaded by
COVID-19. Named after its year of emergence, COVID-19, a fatal
strain of coronavirus known to infect the respiratory system, was
first discovered in Wuhan, China in late 2019. Within a few months
the virus had spread to almost all countries in the world. It caused
a great deal of havoc due to its indiscriminate process of infection
as well as ability to cause death within a short time especially by
riding on other pre-existing maladies. It was initially considered
an infection of the affluent, the globetrotters traveling around the
world as part of their fancy lifestyles. But then, these globetrotters
were coming back home where they might mingle with individuals
from all social categories. No one would be spared because it only
takes being in the same physical space as someone with the virus
to catch it.
Not known before late 2019, the virus is transmitted through direct
contact with respiratory droplets of an infected person (generated
through coughing and sneezing); or through touching surfaces
contaminated with the virus and then touching one’s face (e.g.,
eyes, nose, mouth). The COVID-19 virus may survive on surfaces
for several hours, though bleach or disinfectant can kill it. It
was an enigma that generated numerous theories and countertheories. Anyone and everyone had some opinion as to what this
little-known infection was about and why it came at this time. It
is easy to see why there were many theories about coronavirus.
In the past pandemics such as Ebola and SARS were either being
contained or restricted to one location in the world or segment
of the population. Coronavirus, however, pops up anywhere and
everywhere indiscriminately. What else is different about the virus
is that it caused more fatalities in Europe and North America, often
seen as the bastions of development and advanced health and
medical services compared to Africa where the cases were much
fewer. How could this be?
In this reflection I look at how COVID-19 generated various responses
and interpretations by focusing on spirituality, that realm of our
consciousness as humans that says there is something greater than
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us in the world which defines or orders life. I argue that when confronted
with unknown phenomena people turn to this knowledge, this spirituality,
however diverse it is, in order to make sense of that unknown. Some people
turn to folk knowledge, generate new explanations of observed phenomena,
and even come up with new ways of relating to self and others. COVID-19
became associated with multiple theories including punishment from God,
a signal of the end of the world, as well as a call to simplicity caused by an
aggrieved Mother Earth. I will explore some of these responses and show how
they reveal some underlying spiritual dimensions.

Initial Responses

In Kenya, the first case of the novel coronavirus was reported in early March
of 2020. The government moved quickly in response. The Ministry of Health,
in compliance with guidelines provided by the World Health Organization
(WHO), prescribed a number of mitigating steps for the public to take in
order to contain the spread of the virus. These steps included people keeping
physical distance from each other, wearing masks to cover the mouth and
nose, washing hands with soap and running water, and/or sanitizing hands
with alcohol-based sanitiser. On 13th March 2020, a directive by President
Uhuru Kenyatta on strategies to tame the spread of the coronavirus led to the
closure of social institutions such as schools, bars, restaurants, and worship
spaces. Public gatherings that constitute part of the social operations of these
spaces were seen as easy contributors to the spread of the virus. Churches,
mosques and other religious spaces that provide essential meeting spaces
for many suddenly became possible purveyors of the virus. Many religious
institutions were caught flat-footed as they were not ready for non-faceto-face engagements. There was some level of confusion as the ever-active
church leaders, who previously had offered comfort to their congregants for
all manner of challenges, went quiet in the face of the virus. Reports of clergy
in the US who had defied protocols of containing the pandemic dying of it
were not reassuring either.1
The government of Kenya was also struggling with exhausted hospital
capacities especially in Nairobi due to few intensive care units in the country.
The Ministry of Health provided daily statistics of people tested, those infected
with the virus, those that had died and those that had recovered. There was
also a breakdown of the cases based on counties, age and gender. Where
there were higher cases reported the government restricted movement to
and from those areas. All this hyper-surveillance on a disease was quite new
to many and elicited all forms of reactions. Psychologists say that some of
the ways that humans respond to crises include shock, anger or irritability,
feelings of hopelessness, fear and anxiety and even guilt.2 All these emotions
followed the announcement of the first case of the coronavirus in Kenya and
the subsequent measures taken to contain its spread. Within days people
were being asked to change their entire way of life with closure of businesses
and restricted movement. Few clear explanations were given as to why these
measures were being taken leading to some resistance to the total closure
of the country. For instance, people have been washing hands for years, and
they could not understand what was different about that now. The Kenya
Conference of Catholic Bishops, in its response, declared in a statement that
churches would remain open to “be the focal point of prayer, where you
will find solace and strength from God.”3 The bishops later changed this
position to comply with government restrictions on public gatherings, but
the challenges brought by the pandemic to the spiritual life of the church did
not disappear.
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Individual Vs Collective Action

The issue of individual vs community emerged when it came to responses
to the threat of the virus. In general we know that some religious practices,
especially Christianity, emphasize individual accountability and action for
future rewards. Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere Christianity tends to
lay its emphasis on the individual. The individual is responsible for his/
her own actions because those actions will be important in shaping the
assumed individual’s final destination upon death. I have argued that this
thinking is tied to the economic agenda propelled by late capitalism. In
Jesus and Ubuntu I state

Reducing the threat of
COVID-19 depended on
whether other individuals
adhere to the set protocols,
making collective effort
critical for the effectiveness of
such measures. One cannot,
therefore, save themselves
based on individual actions
alone. Therein lies the
contradiction of emphasizing
individual action when the
real path to success lies in
collective action

Clearly, an interesting relationship emerges between 			
socioeconomic challenges facing many Africans and the common
Christian responses they apply. Modernity and Western 			
Christianity share something in common—their 			
unwavering focus on the individual as the ontological unit 		
of redemption or empowerment. Success in many socioeconomic
projects framed in the language of development often 			
places emphasis on the individual as does Christianity, 			
which emphasizes salvation and prosperity through the 		
individual.4
Was coronavirus bringing out the same precarious relationship between
the individual and the collective? The phenomenon linking individuals to
economic and religious matters seems to have been amplified by the need
for personal actions required for containing it on the one hand while on
the other hand economic activities were being negatively affected by the
same containment measures. The individual was no longer the center of
the change needed. For the individual to survive the virus they needed the
cooperation of others. Wearing masks and keeping physical distance, for
instance, are only successful if others do the same. Reducing the threat
of COVID-19 depended on whether other individuals adhere to the set
protocols, making collective effort critical for the effectiveness of such
measures. One cannot, therefore, save self based on individual actions
alone. Therein lies the contradiction of emphasizing individual action
when the real path to success lies in collective action. Was this a veiled
affront to the religious emphasis on the individual?
What was even more telling was the realization that for the most part
spirituality, as mediated through religious rituals, was dependent on
physical contact. Upon closure of worship spaces there was confusion
because unlike other institutions such as schools that had been preparing
and even expecting to move their services online, churches had no
immediate structures to enable them apply such a measure. There was
no immediate migration of church services to online platforms. Granted,
some churches had a virtual presence but these were only to complement
their main services offered face-to-face. Social interactions are part of
what makes us human and especially community-oriented cultures like
the ones found in Kenya. To have little or no close interactions with
other humans would present many social and spiritual complications. As
religious spaces, churches have been important centres of socialization
and support. Studies have shown that religion plays a key role in helping
members cope with stressful situations.5 How then will our religious
institutions fare in the period after the pandemic? Will they continue to
emphasize salvation and prosperity through the individual? Only time will
provide a full analysis and understanding here.
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Spirituality and Place

Spirituality that is commonly associated with physical presence and place is
negatively affected by any hindrance to accessing such spaces and interactions.
Scholars have already established the close relationship that exists between
religion and place, showing how people build emotional bonds to place.6
Such emotional bonds contribute to the life of congregants and assert the
authority of the spiritual leader. Six months into the COVID-19 pandemic and
the closure of churches it was still not clear how individuals would interact with
the physical space called church. In August 2020 the President eased up the
restrictions on church services by allowing up to a 100 people to participate in
church services at any one given time. Over time some churches were able to
offer some version of their services virtually but the attendance did not match
what it was pre-COVID-19. Will people find that they can get the same thing
they got from the physical church from a YouTube video or other recorded
form of service? How does an encounter with a virtual church service that
one can plug in and out of at will shape the way people engage with church
services virtually or face-to-face? There is a possibility that after “tasting” a
different way of meeting spiritual needs outside of the norm (be it through
watching/listening to virtual services from other churches or not attending
any service at all), congregants/Christians will not engage with their places
of worship in the same way they did even if COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.
There is another dimension to this phenomenon—the efficacy of the new and
popular spirituality that has been brought by the charismatic movement in
Kenya specifically and Africa generally. The Charismatic movement in Africa
has been associated with faith healing. Could the absence of such healing in
the face of COVID-19 present doubts in the minds of believers regarding the
efficacy of faith healing? More research is needed to see how the long break
in attending church has affected people’s enthusiasm and interest to attend a
physical church service as well as the commitment to their specific churches.
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Spirituality, Equality and the Politics of Envy

Besides the possibility of challenging assumed and/or received views on
place-based spirituality and faith healing in the face of COVID-19, the
pandemic brought in another dimension to spirituality. It allowed many to
have a generalized view of social equity among humans. Two months into
the lockdown, I read a social media post that emphasized the fact that
COVID-19 had posed a threat to all people indiscriminately irrespective of
one’s socio-economic and political position. The writer shared thus:
“Hello, we are helpless without GOD. Imagine those guys who 		
congregate in Vast Arenas and Stadiums watching all kinds 		
of sports...etc. have been shut off. The soccer guys we 			
watch every weekend for hours and hours and hours. 			
They are just ordinary mortals at home like all of us.
The Celebrities are hiding, politicians we respect are shivering 		
right NOW. The Preachers we look up to are also on isolation 		
with God, seeking His face. Our jobs cannot save us.... The list is
endless oooh... Truly let’s not forget THE ALMIGHTY GOD.”
As I carefully read the post something that stood out for me was the
mention of preachers in “isolation with God, seeking His face,” while
“soccer guys” “politicians” and “celebrities”, were turned into “ordinary
mortals” by the pandemic. The author acknowledges that everyone was
caught off guard by the pandemic but then becomes gleeful that people
once considered socially important are now holed up in their houses,
like everyone else. A deeper analysis of the post, however, illuminates a
state of pleasure derived from seeing others suffer. This is very common
among humans but there is clear admonition against it in many religious
teachings. This kind of pleasure, what Germans call schadenfreude, is
amplified when considering other people’s misfortune. The post was
shared in a forum populated by pastors and other Christian leaders.
Researchers have associated high levels of schadenfreude with issues
of self-esteem.7 The pleasure that comes from the suffering of others is
also associated with feelings of a need for validation of one’s status (in
this case feeling that one’s Christian status is better and valid). Further,
it represents some sort of competition; seeking to stand out and/or feel
better about one’s self-identity (as a Christian) and as a result increasing
one’s feelings of self-worth. This outcome of glee at the suffering of
others can be explained by what researchers call the “social comparison
theory” where one looks better to the self after establishing that the
people around him/her have bad luck or are suffering.
Could there be a more sophisticated way of reflecting on the coronavirus
from a faith position beyond schadenfreude? In such circumstances of
confusion and fear people of faith ought to consider consistently offering
hope and solutions that are practical instead of celebrating others’
misery and assuming that their lives are better now because the others
are also “suffering” or cannot do anything about the virus. For such an
unprecedented challenge like COVID-19, many people were afraid. Fear
is a natural human emotion that the body uses to prepare individuals to
avoid danger and stay alive. As humans when we are afraid, we exhibit
either biochemical or emotional fear. Biochemical fear produces chemicals
like adrenaline to make us fight or take flight. Fear may be a result of a
perceived lack of control which unsettles us as human beings bent on
controlling our environment and circumstances. Sometimes fear is caused
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by traumatic experiences and other times by the physical presence of danger.
It is important to not use such natural reactions as conduits to spiritual
explanations of social phenomena because in the face of a threat such as
COVID-19 any previously held belief in the efficacy of spirituality comes into
question.

Some Concluding Thoughts

What is the role of spirituality in responding to a pandemic like COVID-19?
Is prayer, or placing trust in God, or a combination of things, the answer?
As I have reflected on possible answers to this question I noted that we have
the very intriguing case of our neighbours in Tanzania. When the world was
seeking quick responses Tanzania’s President, John Pombe Magufuli, made
a proclamation to his people to “tanguliza Mungu” (put God first) in their
response to COVID-19. He urged Tanzanians to fast and pray for three days as
a way to contain the pandemic. This response at first seemed similar to many
other statements and requests made by leaders in the region where some
element of trust in God was articulated. However, unlike his counterparts
in East Africa, President Magufuli followed up this request with a refusal to
lock down his country, especially its basic economic activities. When Kenya,
Uganda, and Rwanda grounded most of their economic activities, Tanzania
remained open. President Magufuli received criticism from many including
some opposition leaders in Tanzania who accused him of covering up the
pandemic and refusing to “impose a strict lockdown like many other leaders
in the continent.”8 President Magufuli publicly registered scepticism regarding
COVID-19. In May 2020, for instance, he announced that Tanzania had
doubts regarding the testing kits that were received from other nations after
Tanzanian experts allegedly tested samples taken from papaya, goats and
sheep for the coronavirus and all tested positive. The samples had allegedly
been assigned human names and the lab technicians were unaware of the
sources of the samples. These results led President Magufuli to urge his people
to be sceptical of donations which at times are not provided with the interests
of the recipients in mind.
Because freedom of expression was limited substantially in Tanzania during
the pandemic it will be difficult to know the level of infection in that country.
Nonetheless, there is something daring about the stance that President John
Magufuli took regarding COVID-19 because of the assumptions that followed
its initial phases of infection. Based on certain prejudices held by Western
leaders, donors and even scholars of Africa, it was almost a foregone conclusion
that Africa would be completely devastated by the virus. Six months into the
pandemic the same Western nations that were predicting doom for Africa
were more severely affected than Africa. The USA for instance carried 22% of
the global cases compared to many African nations that had less than 5%. As
the pandemic’s spread dissipated in September of 2020, it became clear that
President Magufuli’s position was not completely uncalled for. It is no wonder
that he was given an award by the Tanzanian Assemblies of God for leading
the nation to be “coronavirus free.” The award was reported thus:
“President John Magufuli has been conferred with the Top Tanzania
Assemblies of God (TAG) award in recognition of the 			
outstanding measures he instituted in addressing 			
the coronavirus pandemic in the country. 				
Tanzania declared a coronavirus free state, making 			
it first in Africa, thanks to President Magufuli’s call 			
for national fasting and prayers that stretched for three days. 		
Speaking before bestowing the award to the president, 		
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TAG Archbishop Rev Dr. Barnabas Mtokambali recounted that 		
the Head of State had placed God first, consequent to which 		
he earned praise for being a distinguished leader on the global 		
front. He said while several other countries adopted expensive 		
measures that included self-isolation and lockdown,
Dr. Magufuli allowed people to continue working 			
and counting on God’s intervention to win the battle.”9
While we can argue that President John Pombe Magufuli might have defied the
global norm in an uncharacteristic way given the embeddedness of Tanzania in
other global systems, one cannot fault him for sticking to a plan that allowed
his nation to keep going while other nations (Kenya being one of them)
were devastated economically. Was Tanzania’s “success” a result of “putting
God first” or was it the sheer defiance of Western prescribed responses to a
pandemic that should have been more nuanced? Only time will tell.
Mwenda Ntarangwi is the CEO and Commission Secretary for Commission
for University Education (CUE). He is widely published on popular
culture, youth, African Christianity, and the practice of anthropology. His
publications include The Street is my Pulpit: Hip Hop and Christianity in
Kenya, University of Illinois Press (2016), and East African Hip Hop: Youth
Culture and Globalization, University of Illinois Press (2009).
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Adhering to the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines on exclusive
breastfeeding for the first six months can be a challenge for working
mothers, especially when they return to work after maternity leave. Exclusive
breastfeeding is encouraged for its health benefits such as it helps protect the
baby against common childhood illnesses. Many new mothers take annual
leave, hand-in-hand with their maternity leave, to prolong the time they have
with their babies at home. This also aids in ensuring that they can breastfeed
on demand as is advised by health professionals.
The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has become a blessing in disguise for
working mothers whose employers embraced working from home during
this period. Some organizations have embraced the government regulations
outlined in the Kenya Health Act (Section 71), to set aside a lactation room
where breastfeeding mums can express milk in privacy and store it in the
refrigerator provided. However, even with such arrangements in place at
work, nursing working mothers still have to juggle a lot in their quest to
live up to the challenge of exclusive breastfeeding. Many mothers working in
cities have to navigate traffic, meaning they have to wake up early to pump
breast milk that the baby will be fed on while they are away at work, and
perhaps also breastfeed before leaving for work. So even as organizations
provide for flexi-time to allow nursing mums time to express milk as outlined
in Section 72 of the Act, they often have long days. Thus, working from home
has eased the process of ensuring that their babies receive nourishing breast
milk, especially in the first six months, whilst allowing the mothers to do so
with relative ease.
When Jenericah Gichuki was a new mother, she was also a new entrant at
work having just relocated from Kenya’s North Eastern Region where she
worked in a residential campus. In her new job in Nairobi, Gichuki had to
commute to work, navigate adapting to a new workplace and deal with
motherhood without the physical support of her spouse, who was working
outside the city at the time. “It was a tough experience, as I was balancing
between my responsibilities at work and taking care of the baby,” says
Gichuki. Furthermore, the new mum was also studying and had to sit exams
in April of that year. She had postponed them at the end of the previous year
as her due date coincided with the onset of the exam season.
Prior to her employer adopting the COVID-19 working-from-home guidelines,
Gichuki had proceeded for maternity leave. After completing her leave, Gichuki
was informed that she would work remotely upon resuming duty. This added
flexibility has allowed her to exclusively breastfeed her second child for the
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first six months. “I was able to express the milk and store it in a freezer, but
also be at home and handle the process of introducing complementary foods
after the baby attained six months,” says Gichuki, a feat she was not able to
achieve with her first child.
In a study on exclusive breastfeeding amongst middle-income mothers,
researchers from the African Population and Health Research Center found
that majority of the mothers were unable to breastfeed exclusively for the
first six months as recommended. This was attributed to challenges such
as “inadequate workplace support including short maternity leave, lack of
designated breastfeeding facilities, flexible hours and breastfeeding breaks,”.
In addition, the study respondents spoke of inadequate support structures to
support breastfeeding, and a dearth of information.
Researchers from the
African Population and
Health Research Center
found that majority of
the mothers were unable
to breastfeed exclusively
for the first six months as
recommended. This was
attributed to challenges
such as “inadequate
workplace support
including short maternity
leave, lack of designated
breastfeeding facilities,
flexible hours and
breastfeeding breaks,”

“Breastfeeding and pumping while working in the office can be challenging,
especially given that meetings might be scheduled during pumping time or
there is hardly a break for a good pumping session,” says Caroline Kabiru.
The working mother was able to exclusively breastfeed her son for the first
six months as her place of work had a lactation room and as she lived close
to work, she was able to get home in good time to breastfeed the child.
The onset of the pandemic and working from home has been a plus for the
researcher as she is able to pump milk in the comfort of her home, and does
not have to worry about lugging bottles to store the milk and transport it
home at the end of the day. “Working from home, I usually have a set time
for pumping and if the occasional meeting happens at this time, I sometimes
pump during the meeting,” says Kabiru. “I find that pumping at home is a lot
easier in terms of maintaining hygiene.”
First time mum Ruth Muendo describes working-from-home as a true blessing
for her family, with her parents serving as the primary caregivers for their
child during the COVID-19 period. “It has allowed me the flexibility to carry
out my caregiving role and be present for my baby,” says Muendo. “I started
expressing during the first month, in anticipation of coming back to work.
My freezer was packed to the brim.” This forward planning ensured Muendo
had enough breast milk in stock to feed her baby, allowing her to focus on
work during the day as the baby was fed on the milk she had expressed
earlier. However, Muendo says it was challenging balancing the long nights,
balancing the caregiving role and meeting work demands while managing a
household. Much as they observed strict protocols, she had the good support
from her family, who would come to help when she was overwhelmed.
Indeed, all members of the community have a role to play in supporting
breastfeeding. We can all provide information, an enabling environment,
adequate nutrition and support the nursing mother to get adequate rest.
The media also has a role to provide information on the importance of
breastfeeding owing to the wide reach. As the World Health Organization
states on its website, breast milk is a clean and safe way to feed the baby,
not to mention that it boosts their immunity and as it contains antibodies
that help ward off many common childhood diseases. And it helps protect
the environment too, thus as is highlighted in this year’s World Breastfeeding
Week, breastfeeding can indeed benefit the babies and the planet, a win-win
for a healthier population.
Florence Sipalla is a science communication specialist.
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The crises and dilemmas surrounding the Kenyan state’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic are intimately tied to the arts in two ways. First, the high-handedness of
the government, including the dominance of law and police force in response to a
medical crisis revealed the lack of imagination in Kenya’s leadership, and its lack of
trust in the Kenyan people.
The second link lies in one of the main preoccupations of the Kenyan public during
the pandemic: schooling. The lack of clarity over the transfer of schooling to the
internet, the inequality exposed by such a move, and the mistreatment of parents
by private school managements, all needed an imaginative response that could have
been provided by the arts and arts education.
In a number of media interviews I gave on education and COVID-19, I suggested two
fairly simple ways in which the education sector could have weathered the pandemic.
One was to kick start an arts-intensive programme, where the focus would have been
on using artistic materials and performances to teach everything from the sciences
to the arts. Why not teach science through performances of science biographies and
histories, instead of simply teaching science in a laboratory detached from life? Being
at home, in shambas, next to forests and rivers, and engaged in economic activities
such as grazing and farming would have provided opportunities for children to learn
from their environments. Children writing and recording biographies of their relatives
and significant community members would have provided lessons in history and other
aspects of life.
My second suggestion was to take more seriously the mandate of counties under
devolution to provide public libraries. More books for leisure reading would have
provided children and adolescents more opportunities to improve their skills in
communication and critical thinking so that the children would be better learners
once they returned to school.
Obviously, I did not expect such suggestions to be implemented at a national level.
The least I expected was to be speaking to a public that could grasp the import of
what I was essentially saying, which is that the arts were the best space from which
to provide solutions to our schooling crisis. But the truth is, I might as well have been
speaking Greek. The arts, and especially arts education, have been so alienated from
the Kenyan public mind that suggesting that arts could save our education is like
speaking to the wind.

What accounts for this disconnect between arts and education?

Since the beginning of Kenya, the state has been violently opposed to arts and culture
as an authentic space for reflection and democracy for Africans. The missionaries
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dubbed African rituals and artistic expressions as demonic, and both colonial
and independence governments campaigned against arts education,
terming the arts as irrelevant to the country’s development agenda. Since
the language of the market gained currency after the structural adjustment
programmes (SAPs) of the 1980s, the colonial settlers’ concern about
education presenting an obstacle to the exploitation of African labor is now
expressed as concern about the relevance of artists to the “job market.”
Kenyan artists and scholars of the arts have not been sufficiently critical
of this discourse. Instead, they have sought to prove that the arts can be
profitable to the economy (Akuno, et al., 2018). However, there is something
philosophically questionable about relinquishing the intrinsic value of the
arts as the site for human imagination and collaboration and adopting the
competitive, monetary and often exploitative vocabulary of the market.
This approach assumes that the market discourse is neutral rather than
culturally constituted and situated. As such, we miss the opportunity to
nurture the space for Kenyans to replace the current economic model which
forces artists to contort themselves in order to become acceptable within
the economic structure. Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor bluntly voiced a reality
which Kenyan arts scholars are yet to accept: “Trying to force ourselves into
pre-established corporate business models will not, cannot work. For one,
we do not use the same language” (2015, p. 16).
When politicians rant against arts education, or when the education system
expresses open hostility to the arts, there is no public outcry from the arts
community. Some of the most vocal attacks on the arts came from Fred
Matiang’i, himself a Ph.D graduate of literature, when he was Cabinet
Secretary for Education. Statements about the domination of the arts in
university programmes are repeated as unquestionable truth, even when
the data reveals that few programmes in the performing arts exist in Kenya
(Mukhwana, et al., 2016).
As scholars are themselves preoccupied with academic analysis of art forms,
they barely engage in conversation about what damage the education
system is inflicting on the country. We are in an absurd situation where
Kenyans graduate in applied arts without taking any classes in the arts they
apply. So we also have journalists who cannot write, filmmakers who cannot
tell stories and architects who cannot draw. Again, I refer to the incredulity
expressed by Owuor: “I hear that high schools are sending students to
university engineering, design and architecture faculties, who cannot draw,
who cannot even describe a painting. How? Really, how? Is it ignorance or
is there a secret plan to bankrupt the Kenyan imagination?” (2015, p. 16).
Similarly, the recent replacement of the education system with the
Competency Based Curriculum (CBC) was met with disinterest from Kenyan
artists and arts scholars. The few I talked to seemed to accept the contradictory
messages on the arts given by the government. On one hand, the Kenya
Institute of Curriculum Development (KICD) marketed the new system to the
Kenyan public as one that would “nurture every Kenyan’s talent.” On the
other hand, KICD officials publicly equated arts to “talent”, ring-fencing it as
a space for young Kenyans who fail in other subjects, despite the fact that
that failure would most likely be due to lack of adequate facilities.
If we want to be cynical and use the language of the market to discuss
education, we could argue that arts education in Kenyan schools across
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the board is key to creating a local Kenyan market for creative work. With arts
education, graduates will appreciate and support the arts even when they do
not pursue careers in the arts. More than that, a public that interacts with the
arts through its education system would not have been so oblivious to ways in
which the arts could have provided the solution for the COVID-19 pandemic
crisis or hostile to the government’s proposed Fund to cushion Kenyan artists
from the effects of the pandemic.
My basic point is that the best cushion for Kenya during the pandemic was
the artistic imagination, and the best cushion for artists who maintain that
imagination is a public which appreciates the importance of the arts. That
public is nurtured through its children receiving an arts education. But arts
education has suffered bashing from politicians and the private sector who
later pay lip service to the creative economy, often with little pushback from
scholars and artists.
As such, I revert to the question I have raised in the title of this paper: is the
Kenyan arts community avoiding the e-word, that is, “education”? If yes, what
can we do to overcome this timidity? I hope that if nothing else, this pandemic
gave us the time to reflect on the absurdity of arts without mainstreaming arts
education, and indeed, on the roots of our crisis of dignity and imagination.
Dr. Wandia Njoya is a Senior Lecturer of French and Literature at Daystar
University. She has published in various forums on culture and politics
of the pan-African world, but more specifically the Francophone African
world. She also blogs on topical issues at wandianjoya.com.  
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Our perception of community shifts when we are told to keep our
distance from others, when we can no longer easily be together
in ways that are familiar and comforting. For most of us, this has
been difficult. So, in these challenging and unprecedented times,
TICAH’s Resilience Is Everywhere COVID-era art project is a lively,
creative, inspiring, collective example of what good can be done
and new art created when (even during this pandemic) artists work
together, support each other, share the stage or studio in new
ways. The good lessons of this process are many and unfolding as
the installation travels and grows. The art, too, is unprecedented.
A year ago this time we were
all commuting back and forth
to our offices, restaurants,
studios, clinics, shops, and
other places of work. We
were meeting friends for
lunch, going to church or
mosque, taking our children
to school or play groups,
carpooling to conferences or
concerts. Now we can’t do
any of these things and yet
the work still must happen.
People and businesses have
had to adjust.

The pandemic has completely altered our day-to-day social lives
but not our economic responsibilities. We still need to figure out
how to work, pay rent, buy food, pay school fees, take care of
ourselves and others in practical ways. A year ago this time we were
all commuting back and forth to our offices, restaurants, studios,
clinics, shops, and other places of work. We were meeting friends
for lunch, going to church or mosque, taking our children to school
or play groups, carpooling to conferences or concerts. Now we
can’t do any of these things and yet the work still must happen.
People and businesses have had to adjust. What we’ve seen with our
Resilience Installation is that work and business can be done with a
greater sense of community at the centre. Artists, the artwork, and
the public can benefit.
The Trust for Indigenous Culture and Health (TICAH), a 17 yearold health and culture organization in Nairobi, runs an artists-led
residency program called the Rika Residency. In pre-pandemic
times, TICAH would invite 20-25 artists to gather for 10 days at
DreamKona, a public arts space within Uhuru Gardens that is
managed by TICAH. The intention of the residency program is to
bridge the generational, studio/collective and gender gap between
artists. The resident groups are always made up of a mixture of
pioneer artists who may be retired, master artists, established artists
who are still making a name for themselves and emerging artists
who are discovering and perfecting their craft. Over the 10 days the
artists are together, the group creates art, teaches one another and
discusses, as a group, topics critical to professional artists - how
to manage clients, market, deal with taxes, diversify their work,
take on apprentices, work on consignment, stay well, take care of
their responsibilities. The Rika Residency has always been about
community and how to build and maintain a community.
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Then the pandemic came. As with everyone else in Kenya and the world,
the artists in our growing community have had a range of reactions, fears,
hopes, and real challenges to deal with. Many talk about how difficult it
has made their lives as they try to find ways to sell their work or connect
with clients in order to make ends meet. And yet there are also many who
talk about how it’s given them helpful perspectives into their lives and
their art practices. Moira BushKimani from BrushTu noticed that “this
hasn’t deterred the spirit to create. I have seen from my little window of
social media as well as at our studio, people challenging themselves to
create as they never have and giving time to experimentation and play.”
Maggie Otieno recognized that many artists are struggling to pay for
their studios during this time, so “moving my studio into a community
centre near my home has really worked for me. This pandemic has really
brought a lot of creative ideas to me, one right after the other. It’s not
all doom and gloom.”
After the pandemic arrived, the objective of TICAH’s arts program continued
to be about community. TICAH’s social media #LockDownChallenge
was organised to encourage artists to continue to create and to bring
their voices into a broader conversation about what was happening in
the world, to bring both beauty and harsh realities into the social media
feeds already full of pandemic talk on numbers, whether or not to wear
masks, etc. Within the #LockDownChallenge community the amazing
Anne Mwiti created remarkable pieces almost every day for weeks. She
has since sold several of these pieces and plans an exhibition of this work
in the future.
This online challenge sparked something within artists and they wanted
more. So, TICAH organised its Lockdown Rika Residency with 45 artists.
We sent canvas, paints, and other materials to the artists’ homes. Over the
course of a week, we supported the artists with small stipends to create
at least three pieces each. The theme for the residency was “Resilience is
Everywhere,” but the artists were also free to create what they wanted. “I
didn’t want to paint about COVID. I just wanted to do something positive,
colorful.” said Nyerere Michael of Dust Depo. The 135 paintings and
sculptures that were created were sent by a rider to DreamKona where
the pieces were assembled together into a 3X11 meter installation called
the Resilience Installation. The art is a combination of COVID-related
work (images of masks, coronaviruses, and social distancing), reflections
on community and resilience (families hugging, people working, people
praying together) and meditations on beauty (portraits, abstracts, nature).
“It helped us know that we are not isolated. We are all working together
and doing things together,” says Maggie Otieno of the work.
On 1 June 2020, the Resilience Installation started its Nairobi tour. By
October 2020 the installation has been hosted at the National Archives,
Waterfront Mall, Thika Road Mall, Galleria, Lunga Lunga and The Hub.
Other malls and organisations asked for the installation to be set up
at their locations. The Resilience Installation isn’t just the huge piece
created by the 45 artists anymore. Its message of resilience and strength
continues to be felt by audiences, but it has grown larger than the huge
compelling canvas. With the installation comes live music, live art creation,
public participatory projects and more. The Resilience Installation has
evolved from a beautiful piece of art to a beautiful stage and home to
performance, mobile art studios and exhibitions, and mobile art classes.
It is connecting artists to the public and to opportunities for work in ways
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that TICAH had not anticipated. Nyerere Michael had this reflection, “For me,
it was like a good way of earning that extra cash. It was nice going around
malls, explaining to people about how we artists are trying to be resilient.
Some people I talked to asked about my other work and I was able to sell
six paintings and get a client. In town and Lunga Lunga, people thought we
were promoting or selling things, but when we told them it wasn’t like that
they said it was nice work and to keep on doing what we are doing.”  
The partners who TICAH has worked with to host the installation have
also found meaningful connections between their work and the Resilience
Installation. Humphrey Otieno, the Liaison Officer of the Safer Nairobi
Initiative, who helped bring the work to the CBD said that the installation fit
well with the initiatives mandate to work with young people, connect with
the public and activate public spaces. “Many youth are in the arts. How do
young people work together with the county government? Our initiative is to
bring young people into the open spaces, to bring harmony and bring people
together,” Mr. Otieno said. The Resilience Installation fit into the objective
and brought more than expected. “The artists who came, and those that
played the drums were fantastic. The combination of the installation and the
live art creation. Very powerful.” Mr. Otieno enthusiastically shared images
and the story of the Resilience Installation with colleagues in government.
“The future is bright [for public art]. I shared with the Council of Governors
who also wanted the artists to paint their facilities and create more murals.
There’s no need for boring walls that say nothing. How do we get speaking
walls?”  
At the Hub Mall in Karen, Derrick Ngokonyo, Assistant Marketing Manager/
Events Manager had this to say, “When we thought about this installation
we felt that this was in alignment with what we do as well – engagement
with the public, with families, with artists, etc. Resilience is what keeps us
going. This year has been tough for everyone, but for us we want to spread
the message that even during this time we can pull through and that there
is hope for a brighter future. We may be affected during this pandemic but
we won’t slow down or stop working towards the goals we have. We look
for partners to help us drive this message. We are keen to create a unique
experience for our shoppers and to give them the message and feelings of
hope and resilience.”
What began as a tiny attempt to ameliorate the ravages of COVID has taken
on a life of its own, clearing the path for more to come. With more people
asking to host the installation in Nairobi and beyond, we will continue to find
ways to connect artists with communities and encourage the arts community
to experiment and create. We will continue to be responsive and learn from
what we experience. We’ve learned a lot already. We’re seeing artists bringing
their arts practices out of their studios and into public spaces, finding clients
and connections, engaging in new ways. We’re seeing community members
who walk by the Installation connect to art in a different way. We’re seeing
businesses and government engaging with art and artists as an end in itself
- not to co-opt the arts for political or marketing purposes, but for a larger
purpose - that of building connection and community.
Resilience is everywhere.
Suzanne Mieko is the International Outreach and Art Director at TICAH,
Nairobi.
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In the first decade of the 21st century, the increasing visibility of cultural and
creative industries in cities across Africa has been emblematic of the African
renaissance—characterised by the growth of per capita and household
incomes, aggressive transformation of urban spaces, rapid adoption of
digital communication, growing diaspora remittances and increased foreign
direct investments. Most of all, this has included a growing sense of selfesteem, and vastly increased and globally consumed cultural expression
through music, film, gaming, fashion and contemporary art along with
other cultural products and experiences driven by the dynamism and
innovation of its young men and women.
The renowned Cameroonian philosopher and political theorist Achille
Mbembe, in his paper, Africa in The New Century, argues that the process
of the African renaissance “has been rendered even more powerful by its
convergence with two parallel developments. The first is the emergence
of the digital technologies of the information age, and the second is the
financialization of the economy.”1 Across the continent, young men and
women continue to leverage their cultural assets and knowledge—in design,
language inventories, music styles and poetry, traditional crafting, healing
and wellness practices, food preparation and cuisines, visual languages,
and storytelling—to break the glass ceiling and to make their mark in the
continent and around the world.
There are countless founders in cities across the continent who make up
a galaxy of interconnected enterprises, ventures, gigs, and hustles which
we refer to as the creative and cultural industries. These in turn provide
livelihoods and personal fulfillment to millions more, while defining
contemporary urban lifestyles as they serve their fellow citizens at home
and abroad.
This surge has also attracted cautious institutional interest with early
commitments coming from, among others, the creative industry finance
initiative for fashion, film, ICT and music by the Central Bank of Nigeria;2
the fashion investment program by the Africa Development Bank;3 the
creative industry facility by the Afrexim Bank;4 and the series of investment
facilities for film, music, gaming, and fashion by East Africa’s HEVA Fund,5
to highlight a few. These initiatives are signaling an increasing confidence
in the cultural and creative industries, providing information necessary for
commercial investment and positive actions from governments.
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https://africasacountry.
com/2016/06/africa-in-the-newcentury
2
https://www.cbn.gov.ng/
out/2019/ccd/creative%20
industry%20financing.pdf

https://www.afdb.org/en/
news-and-events/press-releases/
african-development-banktrains-100-fashion-and-creativeindustry-entrepreneurs-duringfashionomics-africa-masterclassnairobi-34596

3

https://www.afreximbank.com/
afreximbank-announces-500million-creative-industry-supportfund-as-cax-wknd-opens/

4

5
https://qz.com/africa/1537836/
heva-fund-bets-on-africanfashion-arts-in-kenya-tanzaniauganda/

We must quickly move from
needing to be convinced of
the viability of the creative
industries in Africa and to
accept that the African
renaissance opportunity
not only constitutes an
investment in the artist to
animate his mandate in
his society today (and by
extension his/her enterprise),
but a pay-forward scheme
for those who want to be coproducing the realities of the
second most populous and
youngest continent now and
over the course of the 21st
century.

It is important to consider that while these industries are materialised by
market dynamics, they are at the same time providing a transcendental
service for their audiences and communities. Despite the tension between
artistic practice and commercial values, these services continue to reward
their audiences with subjective payoffs which include but are not limited
to reassurance, confidence, positive emotions, and evolving aesthetic of
self-ownership, and in this case, a vibrant discourse on decolonisation.
These extraordinary qualities are especially important during a crisis,
greatly contributing to the industries’ own resilience.

Seizing the moment

As we enter the second decade of the 21st century, we are confronted by
the deep shocks and disruptions triggered by the COVID-19 crisis which
has not only slowed us down but also gone ahead to provoke critical
questions to any “business as usual” posture; questions that we have to
address in order to arrest the African culture and creative moment.
To seize this understanding, we must quickly move from needing to
be convinced of the viability of the creative industries in Africa and to
accept that the African renaissance opportunity not only constitutes an
investment in the artist to animate his mandate in his society today (and
by extension his/her enterprise), but a pay-forward scheme for those who
want to be co-producing the realities of the second most populous and
youngest continent now and over the course of the 21st century.
It seems to me that the next few years are going to be some of the most
consequential time periods yet in the recent history of the cultural and
creative industries in Africa. In the next year, because of this emergency,
we are bound to witness increased pressure on and disruption of
practices, business models, supply chains, and delivery of creative goods
and services. This, if left to proceed uninterrupted, will unfortunately lead
to the bankruptcy and closure of many practices and severe job losses.
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However, with the necessary investment, business support and innovation,
the more agile propositions will survive and will embark on a slow recovery;
questioning old norms, looking to understand the post-COVID-19 reality
through experimentation and research, stabilising operations, and
reinventing new positions. Only then can these find new growth, adopt
new technologies and discover the benefits of the new ways of living and
working.

The time is now

Having waived fees and charges to help increase the resilience of our
portfolio businesses earlier in the pandemic cycle, The HEVA Fund received
additional, more frantic requests for cashflow support. These requests,
adding up to over USD 500,000.00 were primarily seeking to preserve over
1,000 jobs in a limited time runway of up to the end of August 2020. While
our organization explored the strategies to meet some of these needs in the
short term, this stark reality was indicative of the severe pressure cultural
and creative businesses are experiencing as a result of the pandemic.
It is imperative, in the consideration of responses, that we fashion a
transformational finance and support facility that would not only provide a
lifeline for the ventures to survive the current crisis until their next business
cycle, but also encourage the transformation of these industries in order to
set them up for new growth into the foreseeable future.
These facilities should take into consideration recalibrated timelines for slow
recovery through responsive models to allow practitioners space to recover
and reinvent. The facility should encourage ownership of production,
distribution platforms, growth and integration of ecosystems to reduce
risk and learning to help increase value and productivity. In addition to
these business outcomes, the facility ought also to consider laying ground
for increasing access to social protections such as housing, healthcare, and
production infrastructure investments.
Achille Mbembe is convinced of the forward motion of the African arts
project as he states that “...whether one likes it or not, Africa is firmly
writing itself within a new, de-centred but global, history of the arts.”6
According to Mbembe, “…the emerging consensus is that the destiny
of our planet will be played out, to a large extent, in Africa. This …will
constitute the main cultural and philosophical event of the 21st century.”7
This position means that focused investment in arts and culture is smart
and strategic.
Find the HEVA Fund Report on the impact of COVID-19 on the creative
economy of Kenya here: https://bit.ly/36UUUgq.
George Gachara is a social entrepreneur, arts manager, and the
managing partner of East Africa’s creative industries investment
facility, HEVA Fund LLP. Email: george@hevafund.com
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com/2016/06/africa-in-the-newcentury

Jahazi: How has COVID-19 impacted the utilization of
digital technologies in Kenya?
NS: The pandemic has been a jolt through Kenya’s and indeed Africa’s
budding tech ecosystem. It is a litmus test of the hope and hype versus the
reality of digital technologies’ universality, affordability and accessibility,
both on the demand -consumer- and supply -policy and regulation; service
provision- sides.
The utilization of digital technologies in the country can best be considered
a mirror of the socioeconomic (in)equalities in our society. Those who
already had meaningful access to computers, mobile phones and the
internet — and for whom life and work already entailed using these tools
— the transition can be considered relatively smooth. However, for those
whose access was scanty or not a priority, this season has been a steep
curve of acclimatisation!
We are at the foothills of what is bound to be an interesting digitalisation
of work, culture, politics, learning and more.

Jahazi: The digital revolution has had a major impact
on creative industries in Africa. Artists are using the
platforms to produce, exhibit and disseminate their
works. But how accessible are these platforms?
NS: Our creative industries’ abilities to adapt and even start shaping
aspects of the digital revolution are praiseworthy! While much of what
we — artists and consumers alike— predominantly use is the popular
social media platforms, it is important to keep in mind that accessibility
is relative. It is determined by a range of economic factors such as income
and education. There are also sociocultural dimensions, such as gendered
norms dictating how one’s time is spent, ergo impacting who can access
the internet and when. This will have a stark rural-urban dimension, for
instance.
Then there’s the matter of awareness (say, of creative content generated
online and the various platforms), which is closely related to the allimportant metrics of going viral and being influential. These are not just
about making good creative content; in the online (social media) sphere,
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it’s a combination of complex forces. To illustrate, take the algorithms that
curate what we (don’t) see on our platforms of choice. They are presently
unaccountable black boxes that will determine —almost lottery-like —
whose content is placed in front of which eyes and ears, when and for
how long. Accessibility, especially for creatives, can then become about
understanding (and even rigging) these dynamics.
So, while platforms are accessible on some level, they are also inaccessible
on others, and especially to the would-be local and regional consumers of
the creative output shared online.
Jahazi: How have digital technologies broken boundaries between artists
and audiences and promoted interactivity?
NS: Artists have had to appreciate this fundamental dynamic of digital
technologies, and especially the internet: that it is all about interactivity and
interaction. Creatives not only have to put out their art or craft, but also will
do well to present it in a manner that invites or implies interaction with the
audience. Online audiences in turn want to contribute their appreciation
and feedback, often in real time.
Compared to the ‘analogue world’, audiences would predominantly be on
the receiving end, consuming through various mediums; radio, television,
museums, to name a few. Digital platforms encompass all those, plus they
give audiences the tools to talk to the artists and about the art. It’s an
interesting dynamic for both parties, and one that continues to evolve, as
even more interactive features are introduced to the digital sphere, further
blurring lines between analogue and digital.

Jahazi: How secure are these platforms for creative
and users?
NS: On a technical level, digital security should be a foundational
awareness for both creatives and consumers online. That is, if and how, by
using a particular platform, there are trade-offs, usually in the terms and
conditions that we hastily agree to. For artists, it includes the fine print
regarding copyright ownership and use of your content by the platform; for
the consumer, it may be that an inordinate amount of information about
your preferences is collected by said platforms, to ‘improve the product’,
essentially to help the platform make more money (from selling ad space
to a company interested in getting your attention).
On another level, very few of the popular online platforms we use are
created on the continent. It should be stated that technology is never
neutral! So, there’s very little in and on these platforms fashioned in our
diverse image. A tweak to the algorithm curating our online experiences
can have adverse effects; it can lead to a loss of income for an artist, if
their work is subsumed in a deluge of sensational content, or a missed
opportunity to discover creative content I resonate with. That we are not
in charge of designing and even contextualising these tools to serve us, is a
kind of socio-political insecurity we are all exposed to.
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fashioned in our
diverse image ... That
we are not in charge
of designing and even
contextualising these
tools to serve us, is a
kind of socio-political
insecurity we are all
exposed to.

Jahazi: How can the internet be democratized to better
serve artists based in Africa?
NS: To start, artists and consumers already relying on the internet would
do well to acquaint ourselves with the techno-political environment we are
taking up online. Artists should be aware of — and ultimately organise to
inform — the various platforms’ content policies. As I’ve argued elsewhere,
ICT policy isn’t just for coders and engineers; artists, in my opinion, are a
potent stakeholder collective that should be in a position to proactively
assert the customisation of platforms, and especially those that claim to
serve this continent!
As for consumers, we can also organise to either amplify what’s identified
as opportunities or threats to our online experience, or ‘vote with our eyes
and ears’ — move away, when we can, from platforms that continually
give us the short end of the stick, and use that collective force to demand,
if need be, new and better platforms (ideally built by our own, for our
own). Online constituencies may not be representative of the continent,
but they are a force to reckon with, and it’s high time we — African artists
and consumers— made this understood to the ‘tech gods’ influencing our
digitalising creative economies.
Nanjira Sambuli is a researcher, policy analyst and advocacy strategist
interested in and working on understanding the unfolding impacts of
ICT adoption and how those impact governance, media, innovation,
entrepreneurship and societal culture, with a keen focus on gender
implications.
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A deadly pandemic or not, the whole world trusts artistes to produce poetry,
stories, pieces of art, films and music touching souls, inspiring hope and
changing lives. The burden on them is heavy; considering much of the work is
inspired by personal experiences, has to be relatable and takes many hours of
repeat shoots and edits in the bid to attain “perfection” and pass the message
across correctly.
The pandemic has created a unique depression characterised by hitherto
uncommon habits such as wearing face masks in a world where people are
supposed to breathe easy, amidst severe economic downturns that have cut
buying power, and a deep uncertainty about life, death and everything in
between; all of which have strained mental health.
As the world desperately searches for permanent solutions to a pandemic that
has killed more than two million people in just thirteen months, the realisation
is that a vaccine is just as important as personal wellness. As scientists continue
to work on vaccines, individuals and organisations have stepped forward to
help, be it through cash and food donations, supply of personal protective
equipment, doses of humour through memes and short clips shared on social
media, and messages of hope posted on free channels such as Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube.
On an even larger scale, films have been created on just what a pandemic
is and aired on platforms such as Netflix and Showmax, and art exhibitions
celebrating frontline health workers have taken place in parts of the world
such as Beijing in China. Musicians have also written songs, recorded or
performed them live in their houses to remind the world that hope is not lost.
Behind these non-scientific solutions are artistes who have had to repackage
themselves and their content, fighting not only for the sanity of their audiences
but also their own. What changes have they had to make and what new skills
have they had to acquire in order to survive? Are they receiving support from
any quarters and are they also offering it? An independent filmmaker, and an
entrepreneur who uses music to advocate for mental health, tell their stories.

Lydia Matata, Indie filmmaker

Lydia Matata, an independent filmmaker and journalist, says that following the
financial consequences of the pandemic, her personal as well as commissioned
projects were put on hold, affecting her income and hampering her goal of
working continually as a filmmaker.
She says, however, that this unplanned break gave her time for introspection
and enabled her to nurture her creativity, bond with friends and family and
pursue her other hobbies.
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Behind these nonscientific solutions
are artistes who have
had to repackage
themselves and their
content, fighting not
only for the sanity of
their audiences but
also their own.

“I’ve used this time to generate new ideas and develop projects
that had taken a back seat because of my previously hectic 		
schedule,” she says.
Lydia notes that she has also developed her technical abilities, digital and
social media skills, given the drastic shift to online operations owing to
the requirement for physical distancing and bans on gatherings as part
of measures to contain the virus.
The social media skills, for instance, have become particularly important
for promoting her work.
“This pandemic has thrown out any notion that we have 		
a grasp on what the future holds. However, in terms of how 		
we distribute films, we’ve seen a rise in virtual screenings,” she 		
says. “I miss the experience of being in a cinema but 			
virtual screenings have made the industry less niche. 			
More people can access our work. I think in future, we will have
a mix of physical and virtual screenings,” she says.
In terms of support, while navigating the new normal, Lydia says the
Rogue Film Society, which she is a part of, has been essential.
“Members have largely given each other support particularly in 		
terms of mental health,” she says.
Lydia acknowledges that filmmaking is hard, especially when one is
operating independently.
“I have more rejections and failed projects than achievements. 		
However, you just have to keep on learning and pushing while 		
trusting the stage you are in on your journey,” she says.
Her most notable achievements keep her going and remind her of why
she joined the industry in the first place. They include the release of her
short documentary, “Utapata Mwingine” (You Will Get Another One)
which focuses on pregnancy and infant child loss in Kenya.
Her fiction film, “Millet”, won the Shorts, Shorts & Shots screenwriting
competition by Docubox (The East African Documentary Film Fund) in
2018. In addition, “Sungura”, a script that is currently under development,
was the finalist of the Script Pitch Competition at the Interfilm Short Film
Festival in Berlin in 2019, as well as a Screencraft Film Fund finalist.
Lydia is also one of 10 laureates of the UNESCO and Nara International
Film Festival Residency for African Women Filmmakers.

Mildred Achoch, mental health advocate

Mildred is a screenwriter, poet, founder of Rock ‘n’ Roll Film Festival,
Kenya (ROFFEKE), creator of “The Shenganiguns” and the person behind
The Mild and Red Podcast at Podbean.com. Her passions are writing
and social justice, which she intertwines in her efforts to shed light on
key issues and offer solutions where possible. Her screenwriting journey
began in January 2004 when she attended her very first screenwriting
workshop. Her script was one of two chosen for further development at
a second workshop in Cape Town, South Africa.
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Soon after the lockdown that President Uhuru Kenyatta imposed in March
2020, about two weeks after Kenya confirmed its first case of the coronavirus,
Mildred was informed that a project she was working on had been discontinued.
“I do not know whether this was as a direct result of the pandemic
but the project would have been negatively affected. In the case of
ROFFEKE, I was intending to have a film screening on March 		
20, which is the International Day of Happiness, but I could not
because the lockdown was announced. However, I managed to hold
a virtual version of the event via Youtube,” she says.
Another positive note for Mildred is that amid the lockdown, she collaborated
with a filmmaker in Canada on a crossover short film featuring projects by
them both - The Shenganiguns and The Spinoza Hotel series of short films. The
result was the experimental short film titled “Room 254 Spinoza Hotel”, which
is available for watching on Youtube.
“The film has already won some awards,” Mildred says, adding she has
managed to bring together members of the Kenyan rock community such as
Murfy’s Flaw, Kanyeki, Nick Wathi, Daniel Kobimbo, Yvonne Ndubi and Issa
Khalid for a virtual ROFFEKE Conference, which can also be viewed on Youtube.
Mildred says the future belongs to those who will embrace innovation,
especially in terms of technology. She says technology will affect every aspect
of life and also notes the need for continual training and acquisition of skills
as times change and advances are made in every field.
“Lifelong learning is key,” the artiste says and adds that in terms of
personal wellbeing, she has nurtured her faith in God through 		
programmes such as those on Radio316, which she says have kept
her grounded and encouraged during this period of 			
personal and global crises. “I try to offer support through my social
media pages. I regularly post articles and resources that could be of
help to those interested,” she says.
To the people in her field, or any other for that matter, she says that besides
lifelong learning in a quickly evolving world, they must get out of their comfort
zones, explore, experiment and enjoy the process.
“I would also encourage them to pick one of the Sustainable Development
Goals and make it their cause. It is not enough just to be a celebrity or a
successful filmmaker. There are many issues in society and it is time for us all
to get involved and help those in need.”
Exploring, experimenting and having fun in the process is the approach that
has so far led Mildred to making accomplishments including collaborating with
Dr Robert David Duncan on two projects including Room 254 Spinoza Hotel,
in which she made her debut as a voiceover artist. She is also excited about
finally starting her own podcast and keeping ROFFEKE and The Shenganiguns
going despite all the challenges.
Her major achievement since the pandemic struck, however, has been “staying
sane”.
Jill Namatsi is an Online Sub-editor at Nation Media Group and the
creative writer behind gamanikenya.com.
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In April and May 2020, I attended the launch of Ketebul’s
documentary Sauti-Gifted, Different, Unsilenced; the King Kaka vs
Kaka Sungura concert, and Nyashinski’s Lucky You album launch.
I also spent a few evenings watching the Mutua Madrid Open,
a virtual Pro tournament where the world’s best tennis players
competed against each other, from their respective homes, in the
videogame Tennis World Tour.
Despite cessation of movement to and from Nairobi, the curfew,
and social-distancing protocols, I did not attend any of these
concerts alone. I was joined by friends and family scattered across
the country, across the world, online. Each one of us was glued
to whatever device s/he had – cellphone, tablet, laptop, desktop
computer, TV.
We picked our streaming platforms, seemingly, according to age
– Instagram for the youth, YouTube and Facebook for the oldies.
Internet bundles had been secured well in advance. A Kenya Shillings
20/= special bundles offer doubled up as the ticket-price to cut
data costs for some and, for others, the bundles were a back-up
for unstable Wi-Fi from overselling internet service providers (ISPs).
Those watching from Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa, prayed
throughout that there would be none of the frequent power outages
from famously erratic electricity suppliers. Internet inequality has
many roots. Still, we were united by animated online chatter with
text messages exclaiming: “Did you see that?”, “I love this song!”
and Tweets praising a new Nyashinski lyric and the drummer on
King Kaka’s set. Some of us took screenshots to memorialize the set,
others made phone calls to those whose connections had failed, for
whatever reason, and narrated what they were missing.
If only our loud cheers could be streamed back audibly to the set
– and not just as written comments online – to encourage the
performers at these events. A performance without the noise from
teeming viewers feels incomplete, even for the audience.

1
An earlier version of this article appeared in the
Sunday Nation newspaper on June 7, 2020.

Still, I begun to think that we all need to get used to new modalities
in entertainment. Miracles do happen, so there is that kind of
outside chance that the Corona virus will leave us as suddenly as it
appeared. Until then, however, we must reorganize our world to live
with Corona. The future of entertainment, it seems, is about making
changes to normalize social distancing and heighten hygiene. There
is no going back to the way we used to party, until that yet-to-be
approved vaccine is launched, and we are all immunized.
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Before Corona, all over the world, live music had steadily grown towards
the mega-performance of two to three-day music festivals. Think Beyoncé’s
Homecoming (2018) : Huge set, elaborate lights, the marching band, the army
of dancers, tons of costumes, the dramatic hair(cuts), the choreography, the
sheer stage presence, and months of promotion, preparation, and rehearsals
for everyone on the set to develop the muscle memory to play their part,
flawlessly, for four to five hours.
These big elements are what music fans attending festivals like Coachella in
California or Koroga at Carnivore once deemed the peak of music entertainment.
It’s a lot of work, a lot of people, and a lot of time spent together in close
proximity.
We have since cut-back on our demands. Perhaps we shall, one day, return to
clubs and dance in gloves and face shields on designated spots two-metres
away from each other. (Alas, is this the end of couples performing salsa, and
dance circles like mugithi and odi, or can we engineer disco flashlights that
repel the virus and allow us to congregate and touch)?
For now, we are delighting in the little things. Sitting alone watching one
artist in his living room, at a solitary piano, is a treat. Streaming services enable
our attendance at this stripped-down version of performance, but the upside
of it is that it doesn’t matter where in the world the show is taking place with a reliable ISP, you can tune in from Maputo, Mozambique, for a show in
Syokimau, in the outskirts of Nairobi.
One can argue that in the early days of Corona times, artists like John Legend,
Sauti Sol, Blinky Bill, DJ D-Lite, along with museums hosting virtual tours
and visual art exhibitions, staged these free online performances to remain
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relevant. If we are more charitable, however, we will see that they
did it because they know that art heals, and they wanted to be
part of our recovery in and from quarantine.
Local festival organizers like Blankets and Wine, media houses like
Trace TV and brands like Kenyan Originals have quickly mastered
these live online concerts. Their sponsorship is particularly
important for the promotion of less well-established artists. The
brand owns the digital channel, and gives the artist the password
and everything else necessary for them to live-stream, including a
paybill number where thankful viewers can send a contribution.
Beyond voluntary contributions, there are membership platforms
like Patreon (https://www.patreon.com/) that artists should exploit
to make exclusive content available to subscribed audiences and
maximize their revenue. Indeed, membership platforms of this
kind may well be the future for local theatrical performances like
Heartstrings Ensemble and Too Early for Birds.

We have since cutback on our demands.
Perhaps we shall, one
day, return to clubs and
dance in gloves and face
shields on designated
spots two-metres
away from each other.
(Alas, is this the end
of couples performing
salsa, and dance circles
like mugithi and odi, or
can we engineer disco
flashlights that repel the
virus and allow us to
congregate and touch)?

Before Corona, even with advance tickets purchased online, we
thronged venues like the Kenya National Theatre where all 345
seats would be sold out for some shows. Going forward, physical
distancing requirements might mean that seating capacity in such
theatres is reduced to half, or less. To further contain crowded
assembly, patrons can be issued with time-slots for arrival and
departure, via text message (may Corona bestow on us improved
time-management in all our undertakings)! Additionally, there
should be no-contact digital laser thermometers and numerous
hand-washing stations inside and outside theatres.
What about film? We have witnessed the phenomenal rise of Tik
Tok, a short-form video-hosting service. Vine preceded Tik Tok, but
it did not grow as much because back in 2012, we all had less
time for creating, scrolling and watching. Along with memes, Tik
Tok has generated tons of laughter and relief in moments and
places whenever people, for a variety of reasons, cannot watch
long films. These digital platforms also work as a portfolio through
which creatives market their skills in the hope of landing paying
jobs.
Online subscription services, such as Netflix and Showmax, had
already disrupted cinema before Corona. Film-lovers only went
to cinemas to watch new releases. With Corona, cinemas can
attempt recovery through the new measures recommended here
for theatres.
It is more likely however, that what will thrive for film is a return
to drive-in cinemas for the elite, and for everyone else, outdoor
mobile cinemas - the kind that Factual Films used to provide for
information, education and entertainment in Nairobi’s city council
estates back in the 1960s and 1970s. County governments should
explore this public service and create outdoor arenas for filmwatching, live music and theatre.
Competitive sports will eventually return to stadiums, perhaps with
fewer fans in the stands, and sports competitions will continue to
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provide content for TV and radio which 98% of our population has access to.
Meanwhile, replays and eSports are keeping us entertained.
A Santuri Media report on Gaming in East Africa commissioned by the Goethe
Institüt highlighted gaming cafes in residential areas as popular ways in
which lovers of games such as Fifa19, Fortnite and Mortal Kombat lower their
expenses. They don’t need to own computers, games or consoles. With the
curfew and physical distancing, the owners of gaming cafes rely all the more
on the business of loaning out games and consoles, day and night, so that
gamers can stay at home, competing against old and new friends scattered all
over the world.
As we think through the effects of Corona on entertainment – which is
the consumption side of the creative industry – we should also reckon
with its impact on producers of the cultural goods which are the bedrock
of entertainment. Recent reports by Heva Fund2 and Music in Africa3 have
documented the impact of this new contagion on the finances, lives and
work of artistes. Suffice it to note here that the globally-felt grief triggered
by a pandemic is not an instantaneous trigger for creativity; grief needs to
marinate before it can become art. With so many cancelled events, artistes are
struggling to make ends meet and to produce new material. Even mega-stars
cannot live off golden oldies forever.
Corona has enforced solitude, but for all the hours of solitude required to
make art – writing, composing, painting, practicing – the primary impetus
for art comes from social interaction. Artistes need to be in social spaces,
people-watching, brainstorming, in jam sessions, clowning and fine-tuning
compositions. They need to be with fellow artistes, immersed in a community
of practice, talking about their work at book fairs and other festivals.
As far back as Akon’s collaboration with Michael Jackson in the song Hold
My Hand, artistes have recorded music without ever meeting, without being
in the same room. No doubt, teleconferencing platforms such as Zoom and
Teams are providing space for artistes to assemble and create, but some
aspects of their work still need physicality. Beyond entertaining threads on
micro-blogging sites like Twitter, and eBooks on Kindle, the novels being
written now will need people at printing presses to run the machines that will
bind, pack and ship what we are waiting to read.
And how will new films be acted and recorded; how will new plays be
rehearsed? Until we develop wall-paints and fabrics that vaporize Corona
virus, directors will have to adjust to Corona protocols of hygiene (including
the current “pod” model being implemented by some studios already doing
movie shoots) and probably add to those monthly tests for performers, and
stringent measures against anyone who tries to work without a valid medical
certificate.
These adjustments to spaces and practices mean that ticket prices for shows
may increase, even as patrons battle diminishing incomes. The government
can mitigate this situation by paying “congregation reimbursement” at say
40% of total ticket sales for each staged event.
The Corona virus has changed our relationship with physical space. We need
more of it. Planning authorities must take note of this, including acknowledging
that the whole notion of being at an event has shifted.
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2
http://www.hevafund.com/
news/2020/5/5/covid-19-resiliencecreative-industry-options-andstrategies

https://www.musicinafrica.net/
sites/default/files/attachments/
article/202005/miafreportthefinancialimpactofcovid-19.pdf
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Events aside, this pandemic has led to a dramatic shift in the way
people socialize the world over. Gone is the handshake and the
hug --- one a sign of goodwill, trust and peace, especially in Africa;
the other a demonstration of welcome and, sometimes, affection
popularized by Americans. In their place now, we have the Indian
practice of namaste, hands clasped at one’s chest facing a friend
or a stranger who, with a similar pose nods back to complete the
greeting.
But gone is the smile that used to accompany that old Indian
greeting, because our mouths (and noses) remain hidden behind
the mask that has become a necessity. In the years when the
Japanese and Chinese wore masks to fend off pollution, the rest
of the world shrugged away the need, or even sneered at their
appearance. Not anymore. Cultural power has moved dramatically
from the West and Africa to the East – India, China and Japan.
Their ways are now our ways.
Since time immemorial, disease has transformed culture. With the
Coronavirus, we are witnessing disease shift the balance of power
in socio-cultural relations. Those who were once reputed to be
“odd”, “backward”, “different” have become the trendsetters,
reclaimed their dignity, and changed the image of their identity
and culture as new positive associations are inscribed on their
ways.
As we grasp the full impact of COVID-19 on social and cultural
life, we remain open to fashioning new ways to dictate how we
behave when we meet in person. And when we meet socially or for
work online – the new way of our time? – we open our gathering
with new calls: “Are you there?; “Mute everyone”; “Unmute
your mic so-and-so, we can’t hear you”. Oh, how greetings have
changed! The new grammar and new routines signal a new era.
To paraphrase a line from the film The Social Network, which
documents the rise of FaceBook, we Kenyans live on farms, we
live in cities, and now, with 43% internet penetration and 97% of
the population having mobile phones, we are increasingly living
online. This is the new norm.
Dr. Joyce Nyairo is a cultural analyst and author of Kenya
@50: Trends, Identities and Politics of Belonging (Nairobi:
Contact Zones, 2015)
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How many coffee cups does it take to compensate an artist for their
work? This is the mathematical equation that the Artcaffé chain of
restaurants seemed to have been battling to decipher when they
designed a controversial art competition in August 2020.
Artcaffé is a Kenya-based restaurant business with 20 branches across
Nairobi. They are one of the only brands to achieve ‘Superbrand’ status
in East Africa.
Dubbed #ARTofthecity, the competition by Artcaffé was meant to
celebrate the creatives of Nairobi but instead met the full wrath of
Kenyans on Twitter (#KOT) and other social media users, such as those
on Facebook who could not fathom the “insult” of paying artists through
coffee and exposure.
The winner of the competition was to be rewarded with an exhibition
space in a restaurant for two months or a two months’ internship with
Artcaffe’s design team. A total of 365 coffee cups for a whole year, at
one a day, would also be given as the prize.
Journalist Ciku Muiruri commented on her Twitter handle: “I’m confused.
The winning artist gets coffee, exposure and an internship with your
design team. If the winner is good enough to design your cups what do
they need the internship for? So the prize is coffee and unpaid labour?”
The public outcry made the restaurant chain include a cash prize and a
paid internship in the deal, eventually attracting submissions from local
artists.
But the competition stoked debate about the age-old question on how
to value art, especially during such lean financial times occasioned by
COVID-19.
Diblo Dibala, a digital artist who describes himself as a digital alchemist,
participated in the competition after the reward was upgraded.
“I was disappointed and angry at first because such a competition fed
into the false narrative that art can be created at the push of a button.
People usually fail to acknowledge that artists often pour their emotions
into their work,” says Diblo.
I asked him if the Ksh 100,000 cash prize and paid internship was
sufficient compensation for his art.
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“Paying artists in
exposure belongs in
the century where
barter trade was
used to pay for
things, not in this
one where education
and capitalism have
been introduced
with a vengeance. It is
insulting at this
point to ask for
labour which you
know is valuable, at a
valueless exchange to
the artist. Exposure
has no place in the
COVID-19 debate
unless we are
exchanging rent.

“It’s adequate. A good start. People don’t often appreciate art
as a mirror of society. That was a lesson on how to value and
appreciate art,” he adds.
Not every artist believes that times are changing for artists because
of COVID-19. In an interview with Daily Nation in August 2020,
Mutua Matheka, an internationally recognised photographer, said
it’s just “freelancing every day”.
“The whole world is living the way creatives usually live. It makes
me feel like maybe if people paid us better and faster, we’d be ok
[through Corona]. Because usually, it takes people sijui eight years
to pay…” he said.
Poet and journalist Abigail Arunga agrees. She has been on the
receiving end of “exposure” a couple of times. She was enraged by
the Artcaffe competition prize.
“Paying artists in exposure belongs in the century where barter
trade was used to pay for things, not in this one where education
and capitalism have been introduced with a vengeance. It is
insulting at this point to ask for labour which you know is valuable,
at a valueless exchange to the artist. Exposure has no place in the
COVID-19 debate unless we are exchanging rent,” she says, adding
that the only compromise should be if the exposure benefits your
brand directly, like giving you a bigger platform than you already
have.
Martin Kigondu, a playwright, producer, podcaster and filmmaker,
has also had it rough with the currency of exposure.
“I realise money is not the only currency but I also see how lots
of people take advantage of artists in this way. I understood early
I had to ‘pay my dues’ so I didn’t mind the pay in the first few
years... I did it for the network, (at times still do). At times the gap
between me and the next gig is a simple ‘yes, I’ll come through for
you’. With time, however, you learn that the chances of a new gig
from ‘exposure’ pay are almost non-existent,” he says.
The question of whether COVID-19 has exacerbated the problem
of the currency of exposure or not can’t be fully answered here as
the jury is still out. What remains clear is that the global pandemic
continues to leave permanent economic scars for artists. But as
Mutua Matheka rightly puts it, the COVID-19 pandemic has made
the entire world live, inevitably, the way artists live, from one “gig”
to the next, the uncertainty of making a living in-between very
real. Perhaps that is why Artcaffé capitulated, a sign that pushing
back against the tyrannies of payment by “exposure” can achieve
positive results, boding well for artists, now and in the future.
Faith Oneya is a journalist and member of the Jahazi Editorial
Board.
oneyafaith@gmail.com
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It was a beautiful encounter and I marvelled as I watched two artistes who had admired
each other’s work virtually meet for the first time. There was an air of humility, grace
and openness, as Arafa Hamadi and Biko Wesa spoke about their respective creative
journeys. I had longed to interview the two artistes, but also wanted them to meet as
they are both Kilifi-based. Their creative energies needed to meet.
Hamadi and Wesa are creative twenty-somethings who reflect what I call the new
look Pan-Africanism. In theory it’s an ideology that isn’t built on the political, but
on the culture that is complemented by a lot of utu, humanness. This new look PanAfricanism is being embodied wholly by the continent now and more so in the arts.
Look at the music and video collaborations, TV shows, fashion-weeks that catwalk
African designers, literary festivals that are a confluence of narratives that tell more
than just a single African story.
Hamadi, who presents as female, is genderqueer and prefers the “they/them/their”
pronouns. Hamadi calls Dar es Salaam home, and their stay in Kilifi town is the first
time they have lived outside the Tanzanian capital independently. Hamadi first came
to this laid back and picturesque town two years ago to work at the Kilifi New Year’s
festival. The festival scene is where Hamadi made their mark as a set designer and
it was at a 2019 soiree that they gained the accolade of being the first East African
set designer at the popular annual affair. Hamadi discovered their art back in high
school when they painted a stage backdrop for a musical. For them, it was a way of
escaping from taking part in sports activities. It seemed that working on a project of
such grandeur offered them breadth and size, making this their ‘aha’ moment. It also
brought the realisation that set design was their path, although that journey was sidetracked by four years of studying architecture.
Wesa is what you would call a Kilifi damu person. Born and bred here, apart from
episodes spent either in school or living in Mombasa, he is proud to call Kilifi home.
Not only is his photography a passion for him but so is the town, its people and stories.
Though he does admit that he has to replenish his creativity by stepping out of town
occasionally. But it is his depiction of this his safe space, as he likes to call it, which,
through photography, has given his work notice. Wesa’s work captures the festive,
normal, humane, cultural and portraiture of various aspects of coastal living. It brings
freshness to a table that is inundated with images of Nairobi or savannah landscapes.
Like everyone across the globe, the COVID-19 pandemic touched both their lives and
their crafts in various ways. Hamadi was unable to go back home initially due to
containment restrictions and lockdown prohibitions. And festivals, which were their
bread and butter, like every other public event were either cancelled or postponed
or became virtual. Wesa had been trying to establish a venue for locally based
photographers but soon found himself hard-up as he tried to keep his dream alive.
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The heaviness of the initial fear, social distancing and quarantining put a
hole in his wallet. He was already spending copious amounts of time alone
trying to build his baby, Space, but was soon to learn that spending time
at home, for many in this community that isn’t too distant from poverty, is
a luxury. “Everyone was just trying to survive,” he says soberly. Necessity
is indeed the mother of invention, and Wesa found himself spending even
more time cocooned, but in the process learnt basic woodwork. By not
being able to afford some aspects of furniture, he figured that he might
as well make it. In his characteristic self-effacing way, he mentions that he
can now make picture frames, stools and simple chairs. He adds that he is
currently working on a new design for a picture frame.
“I believe I’m now very diligent especially when it comes to things about
my art,” says Hamadi. “I found that my art is almost like meditation
for me. I got involved in it for hours or even days and I’m constantly
engaging with my work.” This dedication to their work seems to have
come as a surprise to Hamadi, but also seems to have given them more
resolve to dive into their craft. Discovery, resilience, resolve, humility and
appreciation seem to be the aftershocks of ‘Rona’ to the creative duo.
There is also gratitude that this pandemic was experienced here in Kilifi
and by water. Our conversation revealed varying sentiments on on ways
in which proximity to the sea has birthed creativity and also touched on
their respective ‘relationship’ with town and sea. For Wesa, things seemed
to be more personal.
“My seven-year-old nephew recently described me as an explorer and not
only wanted to be like me but also wanted to learn what degree one
needs to study in order to be an explorer,” he says with a chuckle. “I
describe myself as a laid-back and an accidental explorer. I like the pace
of life that you find not only here in Kilifi but along the coast. Places like
Nairobi are too fast-paced. Somehow, I continuously find myself searching
to know more about my family history, our traditions and culture. I want
to know more about my personal and collective journey.” Fortunately for
him, his sleuthing has led him to discover that there are artists on both
sides of the family. His paternal grandfather was a jazz player, a greatuncle was a journalist and his maternal grandmother who is a poet comes
from a talented line of music composers. Yet in all this, he feels that Kilifi
and the sea are way familiar for him and admits that it was only natural
for him to start his career taking photos of Kilifi Creek and his hometown.
“It’s interesting how work that I viewed as fresh and novel seemed almost
almost commonplace to Wesa.” Hamadi chimes in, connecting with
Wesa’s sentiments.
“I get it! When you are away you want to go back,” Hamadi states.
“Even though I enjoy being in Dar es Salaam, I can’t wait to get out, but
when I am away, I can’t wait to get back to Dar.” Wesa’s shoulder-length
dreadlocks dance in agreement. “You want to release yourself out there,
but you want to place yourself here. Everything I’ve discovered here I want
to take back with me to Dar and share freely with my community back
home.”
I find myself smiling as I recognise this is an element of my theory on
the neo-Pan Africanist sentiment that I feel is more prevalent among the
continent’s millennials and Gen Zs. They are neither ashamed nor afraid
of their African-ness now that it has a place in the wider world, and if it is
not there yet, they will make sure it gets felt.
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Hamadi knows that their sojourn in Kilifi, and their various discoveries here will have
an impact on how they re-engage with their home city once they return at the end
of the year. They mention that they are now finding themselves searching about
Swahili culture and how it shows up here in Kilifi, noting that there are similarities
and differences in the various ways Swahili culture has travelled along the Indian
Ocean coast. They point out that there is a humanness/utu that stretches along
these shores and having back-packed in Zanzibar, they note parallels between the
archipelago and in Kilifi. Hamadi wants to know more about Swahili culture and sees
themselves incorporating this into their work and their identity despite their Chagga
and Nyamwezi roots. They pause and rhetorically ask whether by doing that, they
would be accused of cultural appropriation?
Our conversation that afternoon weaved seamlessly around art, identity, belonging,
and culture and was cloaked in honesty, fallibility and humility. Hamadi and Wesa
recognise that it was more seasoned individuals who helped fan the fire that was
within them prompting them to step out into the unpredictable but exciting life of a
creative. For Hamadi, it is the curator and fine art photographer Asteria Malinzi who
ushered them into the East African art scene, but was also quick to acknowledge
others like Valeria Asiimwe Amani, Sandile Mhlongo and the artist community in Dar
es Salaam, for giving them the confidence to trust their art. Wesa had started rolling
out a couple of names, then began to falter. He was quick to proffer a reason behind
his hesitation as he felt that he might exclude some individuals as so many have added
to his journey as an artist. I was not surprised that both acknowledged the important
role that African artistes had played in their craft. They emphasised the importance of
visibility that one can relate to and how that sows seeds of not just the impossible but
also the attainable.
I can’t help but admire both Hamadi and Wesa. They are cognisant that they are living
in a time and on a continent that is a lot more confident in itself and that has numerous
narratives to offer both at home and away. They both recognise that the continent’s
creatives are being taken a lot more seriously, as African names, be they home-grown
or diasporic. They are also a lot more apparent in various arts and cultural circles.
“Go for whatever opportunity you see,” offers Hamadi, “The money will come once
you start believing in your artwork and start doing the art that you want to do. Keep
working on building up your portfolio.” Wesa also offers his grounded two cents:
“Take every connection or opportunity very seriously. Don’t take it for granted. You
can learn from every opportunity and keep on going with your journey.”
Though this global pandemic has marooned individuals, economies and even
governments, it has made personas, learning, and opportunities that may previously
have needed a physical presence a lot more reachable. There are many more Hamadis
and Wesas across the region who desire more than what is available on their shores.
They exhibit an openness that lives off self-belief and is non-judgemental. They are
more experimental, creative, collaborative, and innovative. Furthermore, they might
be the very thing that this continent needs in telling the world that our Africa is no
longer about a single story.
Kevin Mwachiro is a Kilifi based writer, podcaster, journalist and queer activist.
Twitter:@kevmwachiro
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JG: How did you become a visual artist?
Elkana: I was born in Tabaka village, Kisii County. Tabaka is world-famous for stone
carvings and is home to a special stone called the ‘Kisii Soapstone’ which is used
for making handicrafts for sale, locally and internationally. All male members of the
community in the past were expected to do some stone carving. Therefore, I inherited
some of these stone carving abilities and then, afterwards, perfected them a little
more because I had the opportunity to study Fine Art at school.
JG: What was this stone referred to as in the local language?
Elkana: We call it egware. Egware is a soft stone that can be shaped into different
objects. It was used for making carvings of functional items such as bowls and smoke
pipes. It is also used for making figurines of animals and people. Unlike in many
other communities where traditional crafts have died, been forgotten, or have gone
down in value, the Kisii stone industry is still active despite the fact that it has been
affected recently by a number of things. It has remained active and very important
to the community and in the country especially through the export market. Recently
women have taken up stone carving, expressing their own creative skills and making
some very interesting things in the process.
James: Why was carving the preserve of men?
Elkana: Because stone carving can be very demanding. Once you start working on
something, you must finish it. It often means carving for many hours. This would be
in conflict with other activities that women do, such as preparing food for the family,
doing agricultural work, child care, bringing up children and so on. If they got very
involved in stone carving they might be distracted so much that it may not be good
for the family and the community. So it remained that women were barred from
participating in it.
JG: Which items did you carve first?
Elkana: I started with fish and birds. My background of carving birds has remained
permanent; even my biggest sculptures that I am doing currently are birds. I do
other things like human figures, animals, elephants and things like that, but birds
are most prevalent in my work. My greatest inspiration has come from birds and
their lives, and their shapes, their colours, and so on. I am nicknamed ‘Enyamuchera’,
the beautiful fiscal shrike [Lanius collaris] which sings and dances beautifully! I did a
sculpture of Enyamuchera from 1976 to 1978. It took two years to make the seventonne sculpture. I did that for UNESCO Headquarters in Paris and it has been there
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for over forty years now. It was presented to UNESCO on 10th October 1978 by the
newly sworn-in President Daniel Moi at a handover ceremony in Nairobi’s Kenyatta
International Conference Centre. That was the first big sculpture I did. Enyamuchera
is a singing bird and it was supposed to represent peace. But the ‘enyamuchera’ is very
aggressive and protective; it cannot allow other birds to come near even if they are the
big ones. It goes under the wings and starts fighting.
Another big sculpture is the Elephant Family which I did in 2014 to be shown as the
centrepiece for the Smithsonian Cultural Festival in Washington DC. But it didn’t leave
the country. It was left at the National Museums of Kenya as public officers went to
the Festival.
JG: Describe this Elephant Family.
Elkana: It is one sculpture, having the mother and the father and baby elephant
in one stone. The stone was about 25 tonnes but we had to cut it to make it into a
smaller size for purposes of transportation. It was now about 15 tonnes but still, they
couldn’t take it to Washington DC due to corruption. Corruption has killed the creative
arts not only in sculpture and paintings but also in music and athletics.
JG: How has COVID affected your work?
Elkana: My spouse and I both fell ill and could only access treatment in the city of
Eldoret, so we had to move there from Kisii. We relocated thinking that we were
going to get better and return home to continue carving from here. But due to COVID19, particularly during the lockdown, I could not get my materials and tools from Kisii,
until recently. I was stopped from going to Nairobi, which was out of reach for all
Kenyans because of the lockdown. I had organised an exhibition; a unique exhibition
in the sense that it was going to feature my work from when I was a small boy up
until now. Some of the work, like the sculpture in Paris, would have to be displayed
photographically. Same with the sculpture at the American Embassy in Nairobi, the
biggest I have ever made. The exhibition was to have opened on Sunday 15th March
2020. But then due to COVID-19, public gatherings were banned. Museums, hotels
and all those places of public gathering were closed down. We knew it was going to
be very difficult to continue with the event although we had finished all preparations.
It was extremely difficult for me as I had spent a lot of personal money to organise the
event, with no outside sponsorship. So I lost the opportunity of a lifetime because that
was going to be a panoramic exhibition of my life, bringing the very early pieces I did
up to today. It was going to tell my story. In fact, that’s what it was called - the Story
of My Life: Cast in Stone and Wood. I missed it.
JG: How else has COVID-19 affected you?
Elkana: The losses resulting from the failed exhibition are emotional and material as
well as social and economic. Then when I came here to Eldoret I struggled to get a
place to live in and settle down. Some friends have been very kind, and have supported
us in a big way, in terms of our medical bills. Our children have continually supported
us despite getting worn out. Both of us are cancer patients. I’ve got three sisters with
cancer, blood pressure and diabetes at very advanced stages. We all have pre-existing
conditions that can make infection by the Coronavirus disastrous. So we are stuck here
in this small compound. We can’t move, and we have to look for someone to send to
bring us food, fruits.
We had sold our car thinking we may sell one small sculpture and buy another car to
help us when we are struggling like this, even to go to hospital. But everything went
haywire and we’ve not sold any sculptures. I have had to start carving stones from
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here. I had to buy new tools and other things to start afresh because these are
different types of rocks; they are harder. But then even if I make them, how do
I sell them? I am too old to understand how they do it online; like those people
have done it through social media and what do you call this thing, the online
marketing thing. I could have done that but I need some people around to help
me to do those things. They can’t come here because I fear they will come with
Corona. Even when you were coming we were debating: what do we do with this
man coming to interview us? That’s why we put you outside here in the open so
that we can talk freely. We fear you, I can tell you!
James: I understand. Coronavirus is real.
Elkana: It’s real! So this Corona thing has tied us down on so many levels!
Previously, I would have contacted many people, talked to them and offered
them what I have made or what I have to sell. My other work is now at the
National Museum in Nairobi. We are building a house here so that we can be
near our doctors at Moi University Referral Hospital and other hospitals in Eldoret
where we are being treated. Previously, I was being treated at Kenyatta National
Hospital in Nairobi, but we cannot go there now.
JG: So the way of coping is building a new home here, nearer to your
doctors?
Elkana: Yes. We have started doing that but we have to finish it so that it can
be livable. The other thing is at my age now, I wouldn’t like to expose myself to
anything, like this Coronavirus because I know I may not survive. I don’t have that
energy that will enable me to face these conditions. The immunity is so low.
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JG: Are you now growing your own vegetables at home? Organic?
Elkana: Yes, so that we don’t go to the market. We’re doing the organic
vegetables, you can see? These are the things we have started and we are going to
do more. These plants are very useful. We have spinach here and we are growing
traditional vegetables.
JG: What kind of preparation can artists engage in to continue to work
in situations such as these?
Elkana: It depends on what they are doing, in their different professions.
Performing Arts for example, what can they do? You can only dance online! If
you know how to do it, you can use social media platforms. And those who are
doing sculpture; how do you do it, my friend? It is so difficult. The Coronavirus has
blocked even the transport systems. Even if you have something you have made
and you want to sell it, how do you ship it? Right now I’m having a problem with
shipping a piece which I want to sell so that I get money for my medicine, yet I
cannot. But may I also say this: social media is proving to be very useful for certain
artists.
JG: How can the government support local artists?
Elkana: The government can create the market within its system; in the
government sectors. Let the private sector invest and give reports on how they
are supporting artists. Let there be a way of making the private sector active in
promoting the creative arts industries, my sculptures included.
JG: Do you have a phrase or saying that is close to you that summarizes
everything about what you think about how things could be done?
Elkana: In this whole scenario, we need to be thinking about friendship. During
the course of these challenges I’ve faced, it is close friends that have enabled us
to be where we are today. Genuine friendship and care would make the world a
better place for all of us.
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Publisher: Trust for Indigenous Culture and Health
(TICAH)
Year of Publication: 2020 (Second Edition)
Pages: 194
Whenever communities are faced with major calamities, they dig into
their knowledge systems in search of possible solutions. The knowledge
- gathered over many years of observation, consultation, testing and
adaptation - can then be activated to deal with the challenges. Quite
often, such knowledge is archived in the memory of community
members. But with literacy and technological opportunities,
documentation of such knowledge is becoming more frequent.
A major concern in poor
communities during a
pandemic is access to
food and medicine. Under
lockdown, sources of food
shrink drastically, food
value-trade chains are
disrupted, and incomegenerating activities are
affected substantially and
treatment is expensive
and inaccessible. Drawing
on community practices
of resilience becomes
critical and urgent. This is
precisely what TICAH did
by availing this publication

In 2006, amidst the spread of HIV in Kenya, the Trust for Indigenous
Culture and Health (TICAH), released Our Traditions, a publication that
built on knowing the benefits of certain indigenous foods to the body.
The Founding Director of TICAH, Dr. Mary Ann Burris and Tara Fitzgerald
worked closely with the late Frederick Olum, community herbalists
and botanists to put together a publication that was extensively used
by families in Kenya and HIV support groups as they coped with the
vagaries of the AIDS pandemic.
With the global spread of the Coronavirus, TICAH revised the earlier
publication to give us a herbal and nutritional guide for Kenyan families.
The publication, assembled through a series of information gathering
workshops, is aligned to the organisations Healthy Households
programs, Medicine Shield Garden and Peace Path labyrinth at the
National Museums of Kenya as well as the public art space DreamKona
at the Uhuru Gardens in Nairobi. These spaces function as sites for
sharing indigenous knowledge and community practices.
A major concern in poor communities during a pandemic is access to
food and medicine. Under lockdown, sources of food shrink drastically,
food value-trade chains are disrupted, and income-generating activities
are affected substantially and treatment is expensive and inaccessible.
Drawing on community practices of resilience becomes critical and
urgent. This is precisely what TICAH did by availing this publication
The well-illustrated book is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 has
the key elements for healthy living. These include setting up the home
for self-care by using plants, food and medicine resources available in
the neighbourhood and ten daily activities to stay healthy. The Kitchen
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Pharmacy section with beneficial herbs and First Aid remedies is
extremely useful. The Chapter also gives ideas on medicinal herbs,
nutritious foods, recovery and thrush prevention dietary options, and
hygiene.
Chapter Two is on harvesting and preserving medicinal plants, and
one learns how to collect flowers, leaves, roots, bark and other plant
items. There are also lessons on drying, storing, and preserving plants
so that they can be used as medicine when necessary. Because plantbased medicine results from extracting active medicinal ingredients
from the plant and dissolving them in a liquid, the authors provide
information on the preparation of different types of medications and
treatments. One will find guidance on medicines for internal use – cold
water extracts, infusion, decoction, syrup and tincture – and medicine
for external use – local bath, wound dressing, ointment, medicinal oil,
steam inhalation, and powders. There is also a section on specialised
recipes and how they are prepared.
Chapter Three is on conditions and how they are treated. The wellillustrated and detailed chapter uses English and commendably,
Kiswahili, for different body parts to show how they get infected.
The chapter also covers red-flag non-communicable diseases such as
cancer, epilepsy, fistula, jaundice, meningitis, and malaria, among
others. The modes of transmission and treatment for these conditions
are discussed. Other conditions discussed in the chapter include
head conditions, respiratory conditions, digestive conditions, skin
conditions, genitourinary conditions, general health conditions and
children’s health conditions. In all cases, the authors provide useful
information on the common symptoms, the herbal therapy, food and
nutrition advice and body-work suggestions. I found this chapter to
be extremely useful because it has information on the prevention and
treatment of ailments in a simple way.
Chapter Four is a plant index, providing information about different
plants. Where possible, the Latin name is accompanied by the standard
English name and an African language name. In the latter case, the
plants are rendered in Kiswahili, Kamba, Kikuyu, Luhya, Dholuo or by
any other Kenyan community language name available to the authors.
Photographs are used to enhance plant knowledge among readers.
By using the African language name and photos, the authors provide
further support for communities to utilise the Guide. The book
concludes with an English-Botanical plant dictionary.
The book was released at a time that Kenya was building a framework
for the implementation of the Traditional Knowledge and Cultural
Expressions Act, 2016. The Regulations will support the collection,
archiving and utilisation of traditional knowledge in Kenya. Institutions
that will implement the Act will find the work being done around the
intersection of culture and health by TICAH immensely useful.
The book USING OUR TRADITIONS – A Herbal & Nutritional Guide
for Kenyan Families is without a doubt an important contribution
to indigenous knowledge systems. It will serve as a vital tool as we
grapple with the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Background

Kenya has a very robust Cultural and Creative Industries sector
encompassing the following six main domains: Performance and
Celebration, Visual Arts and Crafts, Books and Press, Audio-visual
and Interactive Media, Cultural and Natural Heritage, and lastly
Design and Creative Services. The sector supports hundreds of
thousands of artists in the professional and amateur categories
who in turn provide for their families and dependents. With the
advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, the cultural and creative sector
has been critically affected due to the sudden and massive loss of
revenue opportunities, especially for the more vulnerable artists.
This was occasioned by the cancellation or postponement of events,
limited travel ability of organisers due to the imposed curfew and
the directive to stay at home. This was further exacerbated by the
closure of entertainment places such as clubs and pubs as well
as institutions that consume creative content including museums,
libraries and theatres. This pandemic has potentially exposed artists
and their support ecosystem to bankruptcy and despondency. The
need to cushion them from these adverse effects is now more
urgent.
In view of the above, today, more than ever, the importance of
culture and creativity for society is clear. The availability of cultural
content during the period contributed to the mental health and
well-being of Kenyans. During times of such calamities, creatives in
the cultural realm have a duty to humanity, not only to offer them
entertainment by offering a diversion from the tedium of lockdown
but also in disseminating vital messages of self-preservation.
History has demonstrated that during times of pandemics such as
the Spanish Flu and the Bubonic Plague that devastated the world
in the 20th and 14th centuries respectively, artists were instrumental
in churning out artworks – music, comedy, paintings, poetry, and
so on - that played a critical role in maintaining the mental sanity
and the general well-being of humanity while inspiring hope.
The art movements that came out of these periods explored this
hopelessness, tried to fight against it and showed the ways in
which everyone was trying to cope.1
Therefore, to cushion this vital sector against the adverse effects of
the pandemic, His Excellency President Uhuru Kenyatta issued an
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Executive Order on the 6th April, 2020 directing the Sports, Arts and Social
Development Fund to avail Ksh 100 million to support Kenyan artists, actors
and musicians during the period.
Pursuant to this directive, the Cabinet Secretary for Sports, Culture and
Heritage, Dr. Amina Mohamed, launched the “Together at Home” campaign
that was aimed at engaging and mobilising the cultural and creative actors
in strategic communication campaigns on the effects of COVID-19 and
government protocols on combating the pandemic from further spread.
Moreover, the messaging was to empathise, support and inspire hope
among Kenyans while celebrating their resilience and innovations in the
management of the pandemic.
The campaign was spearheaded by several Government Agencies and
Departments. The Department of Culture facilitated submission of works of
comedy and visual art while the National Museums of Kenya (NMK) focused
on mural artists. Meanwhile, the Permanent Presidential Music Commission
(PPMC) and the Kenya Cultural Centre (KCC) worked with the musicians
and dancers, and thespians and poets respectively. Kenya Film Commission
(KFC) was responsible for films and documentaries.

Fig.1: The campaign logo

A Communications Team composed of external advisors and in-house
Public Relation Officers was constituted to guide the campaign. This team
organised a “Together at Home” road show that traversed various counties
across the country to publicise the initiative. It was also provided with
professional equipment and expertise to record, produce and disseminate
creative content in support of the participating departments and agencies. A
special-purpose digital platform, Kulture TV, was established to disseminate
all content pertaining to the initiative. The mainstream media – both print
and broadcast – as well as social media, were very instrumental in ensuring
the visibility of the initiative.

https://time.com/5827561/1918-fluart/ How Art Movements Tried to Make
Sense of the World in the Wake of the
1918 Flu Pandemic. Accessed on the
7th September.2020.

1

Fig.2: A poster calling upon theatre artists to submit their works.
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Eligibility and Submission of Artworks

While each agency developed domain-specific criteria, some were
cross-cutting. A key consideration by most agencies, for instance, was
the need for the artists to be registered either with the agency or a
professional association. Thus, those submitting films were required
to be registered with the KFC or a professional organisation in the film
industry. The agencies argued that artists need to be registered with
organisations as a demonstration of their commitment to the industry.
Other agencies such as the Department of Culture, KCC and the
NMK did not confine themselves to registered artists. The industry
persuasively argued that the ‘Work for Pay’ programme was meant to
cushion artists that were already living through the adverse economic
effects of the pandemic. Therefore, insisting on registration would
further disenfranchise them from government funding.
Additionally, the artists should have been in practice at least six months
prior to the stimulus package, and be willing to submit their profiles
with at least two of their previous works as proof of artistic existence.
As well as the youth, women and the marginalised, Persons Living with
Disabilities were also encouraged to apply; and compliance with Kenya
Copyright Law was mandatory.
Other factors that were generally applicable were consideration for
national representation, integration and cohesion, Persons Living
with Disabilities, a balance between the well-established artists visà-vis upcoming ones, grassroots-based vis-à-vis urban-based artists,
education value of the formulation with regard to COVID-19, messages
inspiring hope as well as those that were impactful and purposeful.

The Evaluation Process

Participating agencies constituted juries of eminent professionals in
their domains to evaluate the artworks.
Mural artists were chosen through a well-structured process in which
artists were asked to form groups of between 10 and 15 individuals
and apply for the works through an application portal. NMK worked
with the Kenya National Visual Artists Association (KNVAA) in the
whole process. All artists chosen were supervised through regional
representatives drawn from KNVAA. The winning teams were facilitated
with art materials to execute the murals on public walls in strategic
locations within town centres and market places where their visibility
was guaranteed. During the execution, they attracted comments from
multitudes of interested onlookers, perhaps an affirmation that they
were driving the intended messages home.
The criteria adopted for the other domains of visual art – paintings,
photography, cartoons, mixed media, fashion, ceramics and so
on - interrogated areas such as theme interpretation, the logical
presentation of the idea, originality, creativity, workmanship and
compliance with the evaluation criteria, all of which were weighted
differently with the total percentage points being 100. All artists
attaining 40% and above were paid.
For music, a panel of industry technical experts and advisors vetted and
adjudicated each submission based on the guidelines as per the call. For
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contemporary and cultural dancers, for instance, the criteria interrogated
the repertoire for contemporary dancers, the messaging, social distance,
the entertainment value, costuming, creative aspects such as synchrony
in their movements, patterns and authenticity. The dances were to reflect
authentic traditional idioms for cultural dancers and original choreography
accompanied by Kenyan music for contemporary dancers, and so on. Each
criterion was marked out of 10 points with the total aggregate being 80
points. Payments made considered the points obtained – those with 75-80
points, 70-74 points, 50-69 points, 35-49 points and 20-34 points received
Ksh 15,000, 10,000, 5,000, 3000, and 2,500 per individual respectively.2
The Kenya Film Commission evaluation process interrogated the full
itemised production budget, a comprehensive production schedule, a
treatment of project outline and finally, a summary of work experience and
the qualifications of the creative team, including the director, scriptwriter
and producer, and finally a full script of the proposed production. Each of
these attracted 20% points. 33 projects from 21 counties qualified for the
award.
The Kenya Cultural Centre did not deviate from the approach taken by the
other agencies; they too had a panel of jurists appointed for this task.

The Programme Impact

The campaign enhanced awareness and sensitisation of the Kenyan public
through the generation and dissemination of impactful educational
information on the pandemic. The artworks largely explored various
interventions including behavioural changes like avoidance of physical
contact, wearing of masks and regular washing of hands as advocated by
the Ministry of Health protocols and encapsulated in the formulation in
Fig.2 below. Arguably, the objective of the programme was achieved.
The disbursement of the 100 million stimulus package to cushion the artists
against the abrupt disruption caused by this pandemic was timely. It is
noteworthy that 8,000 actors, artists and musicians spread across the 47
counties were given direct payments ranging from between Ksh 1,000 to
400,000 for their artistic formulations and productions. The amount was

2
Information elicited from the PPMC
Draft Report to the Principal Secretary,
State Department for Culture and
Heritage.

Fig 3: Mural by Mwafrika Promotions, Bungoma.
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distributed to the following: 1,501 artists consisting of actors, spoken
word artists, poets, physical dancers, radio drama producers and
percussionists were paid a total of Ksh 16,471,998; 33 film projects from
21 counties were funded to the tune of Ksh 8,500,000 where each project
attracted between Ksh 200,000 and Ksh 400,000; 40 mural artworks
were produced by 414 artists, including 9 KNVAA association members
who were paid a total of Ksh 11,455,658; 900 comedians and 942 visual
artists were each paid Ksh 10,000.00 amounting to 18,420,000 and;
3086 musicians and dancers paid a total of 28,821,000.3
This programme undoubtedly raised awareness about the impact of
COVID-19 on the cultural and creative industry sector in Kenya, especially
on the artists’ livelihood. Consequently, this has elicited the preparation
of both short-term and long-term interventions on how creatives could
be cushioned against such disruptive occurrences. Discussions have, for
instance, been held with the HEVA Fund and the Kenya Private Sector
Alliance on mobilising further resources to support and build resilience
in the sector. Indeed, the HEVA Fund managed to match the 100 million
shillings with a similar amount to provide further support.
Moreover, the programme enhanced the visibility of the artists, especially
those operating in the grassroots. It brought to the fore the existence
of the rich and diverse creative talent across the country and challenged
the government - both the national and county - on the need to invest
in the arts by initiating capacity-building programmes, establishment
of infrastructure to support the artists, and more importantly, the need
to explore market outlets for the Cultural and Creative Industries. Such
investment would awaken latent talents, and deploy them to improve
the livelihoods of the artists.
Fig 4. Medics, lockdown, social
distance and hand washing is the
remedy, by Anne Sadira Tobiko,
Kajiado, 2020.

This programme greatly enhanced the various databases held by the
Ministry’s Departments and Semi-Autonomous Government Agencies.
Hence, the data generated could be vital in consolidating and developing
one holistic national database of artists and cultural practitioners.
The initiative further revealed the gaps and challenges being experienced
in the sector and provided an opportunity for the development of remedial
measures. While these gaps are many, it will suffice to mention some
of the key ones: delayed enactment of policies and legal framework to
guide the sector; the lack of comprehensive statistics on the contribution
of the Cultural and Creative Industries to the national economy; lack
of social protection structures and financial schemes targeted at the
sector; disaggregated and out of date databases for the Cultural and
Creative Industries that are spread in different Ministries, Departments
and Agencies; many non-registered artists and associations, and slow
uptake and utilisation of digital technologies in the production and
dissemination of artistic creations.

Conclusion
3
Data obtained from reports submitted
by the Agencies and Departments to the
Ministry.

The artworks produced demonstrated the rich and diverse creativity
rooted in the Kenyan art and culture scene. They aptly represented
messages on preventive measures against COVID-19, inspired hope
during the gloomy pandemic season while celebrating the resilience of
Kenyans, especially the frontline workers. These works should be curated
and exhibited at any of the art facilities in the country or as travelling
exhibitions before being constituted as a permanent collection of the
National Museums of Kenya.
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In view of the destabilising effects of the pandemic on the Cultural and
Creative Industries, artists had to explore opportunities provided by the
digital platforms to remain afloat. It is thus imperative that the sector
leverages on digital technology as a strategy for its continued growth. It is
recommended that the government continues to facilitate a conducive policy
and legislative environment for affordable and accessible technological
infrastructure to spawn innovative productions and dissemination of cultural
goods and services. While the ‘Work for Pay’ was a one-off programme,
the unpredictability of this sector was glaring. Therefore, a broad-based
funding mechanism, incorporating the government, the private sector and
multilateral partners is now more urgent than ever before, if this sector is
to contribute to employment, improvement of livelihood and the economy
at large.
Kiprop Lagat is Director, Department of Culture, Ministry of Sports,
Culture and Heritage.
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If a comedian, dancer or acrobat walked into a
bank and asked for a loan, what do you think
the answer would be?
In the many years that I have asked people this question, the answer
is always the same. It starts with a laugh, a shaking of the head,
a question about collateral, followed by a straight out NO. If the
public knows the answer, then why haven’t we considered creatives
as financially excluded?
When growing up, our parents’ generation encouraged us to be
medical doctors, engineers, lawyers or pilots. Career choices in
the arts and sports were never an option. Many were considered
choices for those who didn’t pass the national exams or were
rebellious to their parents and so the arts had a poor reputation.
This stigmatisation is partly to blame for the failure of institutions
led by that generation to seek out solutions to finance the creative
industry.
Kenya, just like the rest of Africa, is going through a career
transformation. The youth make up over 50% of the Kenyan
population who are aged between 15 and 35 years of age. The
youth bulge in Africa is the highest in the world, and many are
not going down the prescribed career path recommended by their
parents. They seek to make careers off of their creative expressions
of dance, music, creative writing, acrobatics, acting, animation, film,
sound, fashion design, modelling and even some career choices we
have not heard about today that will be available in the next few
years. How do we expect our children to grow their careers without
the participation of financial institutions? How will they fund and
develop their talent into income generating activities?
The global financial sector is built on a framework that has rigid
procedures and mechanisms to assess risk, weigh it and make
informed choices when lending. Many sectors that the financial
sector lends to have predictable revenues, historical data,
consistency of income and an intimate understanding of how the
sector invests and gives a return on investment. There is also the
aspect of collateral which is usually a tangible or solid form of
asset in the form of land, buildings, a car, an investment income or
something that can be easily sold to recover a loan amount.
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How does this framework match up to the creative
sector?
The creative sector is viewed as mostly ideas and in the real world
ideas are not products that can be sold. Creative products are in two
parts. Those that are tangible in the form of a product such as art,
sculptures, clothing, jewelry, pots, baskets and others. These can have
value attached to them. Intangible products such as plays, comedy,
dance, and events are monetized through experience which means a
consumer must be exposed to them, to pay for them.
The challenge financial institutions have is this: How do you ascertain
the value of a creative product? How do you ensure that value is
universally recognised? The fact that this hasn’t been demonstrated to
the finance sector means that it is a risk. Risk represents loss which is
unacceptable to industry stakeholders.
COVID-19 showed the importance of the creative industry, but also
exposed its soft underbelly. The shutdown of entertainment joints and
the ban on social gatherings led to job losses for DJs, event organisers,
acrobats, comedians, musicians, artists, models, photographers,
caterers, actors, live band performers, and others. The lack of audiences
to consume and pay for creative talent and services led to job losses,
mental health issues, suicides, increase in crime, people being kicked
out of their rented houses, disconnected utilities and collapse of social
institutions of marriage and family.
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The Kenya Government launched the Ksh 100 million stimulus
package to cushion the artists from the effects of COVID-19. We
also saw additional funding come into local funds for artists from
foreign Governments to aid in the support of artists. This short term
intervention though important is not sustainable for the industry.
The challenge with Government backed funds is that the recipients
view them as grants which shouldn’t be repaid. This view leads to an
inability of creatives to treat money from the Government as a loan
or as an investment that is repayable, which in turn leads to a high
level of default which any investor would consider undesirable risk.
The creative industry requires a combination of interventions to be
financially sustainable.
1)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Education: This is in the form of financial literacy that 		
informs the creative of the purpose of money. A young
person receives a cheque for Ksh 1,000,000 and assumes
the whole amount belongs to them. They need to 		
understand costs, taxation, savings, profit and loss. They
need to understand their entire industry value chain and
the banking and insurance products before deciding to
take up a facility.

2)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Guarantees: Government should consider backing up 		
loans to creatives from the banking industry. This acts 		
as a stimulus to private sector capital players who can 		
then begin to explore funding and investment 			
opportunities in the creative industry. This 			
mitigation of risk will encourage cash 				
flows from financial players who would otherwise ignore
the industry after declaring it high risk.

3)		
		
		
		
		
		

Management: There is a great need to separate talent 		
from talent management. Every great creative 			
who has made a name for themselves has a management
that oversees marketing, branding, tours, contracts, 		
bookings. These are important for the business of 		
the creative.

4)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Enactment of Laws: Collateral is a vital component in the
lending process. Many talented youth do not have 		
the traditional forms of collateral such as land, shares, 		
buildings, log books or receivables from rental properties.
They have their art, skills and talent. 				
The Movable Property Security Rights Act of 2017 		
allows the use of intangibles as collateral for loans. The
implementation of this Act would open up assets available
to the youth for borrowing from traditional 			
financial institutions.
Furthermore, the Copyright Amendment Bill of 2017 		
and the accompanying Regulations allow 			
the establishment of a 5% retainer fee for Art that is sold
in the secondary market. The tracking of 			
such revenue ensures that the artist gets residual income
which can be used to secure loan facilities.
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5)
		
		
		

Technology platforms and markets: Much of today’s 		
content is broadcast over the internet. The establishment
of platforms that stream content and monetize it would
give creatives a ready market for content that they create.

6)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Attitudes: In making career choices, many policy makers
and the Government downplay the important role 		
that parents play in the shaping of a child’s career 		
path. Many adults today say that they could have 		
chosen something else had their parents not pushed 		
them into careers in law, medicine, engineering or 		
banking. Parents need to be educated on the opportunities
in the arts and sports segments which take advantage of
their children’s natural talents and abilities. Parents are
usually the mezzanine investors of a child’s career journey.

7)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Financial intermediaries: The SACCO movement has 		
played a critical role in the success of their members. It is a
platform that facilitates credit and mobilizes savings. It
is a training ground that inculcates financial responsibility
and discipline which pave the way for a member to 		
advance to more complex and advanced banking services.
Wabunii SACCO is the first SACCO designed for the 		
creative’s revenue cycles.

Financing the creative sector is not about throwing money at it and
hoping that things will work out. Financial inclusion is the establishment
of a financial framework or ecosystem that spans the entire value
chain from the start of the creative process to the consumption of that
content, which leads to revenue. The challenge with many countries is
that no one is willing to take on the role of a loss leader to establish
this ecosystem.
Art at Work has been working for the last 9 years and has been a
loss leader establishing the linkages necessary for the creative sector
to facilitate the creation of sustainable jobs in the arts. As these links
come together, it will create a mechanism along the value chain that
will allow a sustainable revenue generation system and job ecosystem
that financial institutions can offer a variety of products from personal
loans to institutional loans that are assured to create value and be
sustainable for all stakeholders.
Roy Gitahi is the founder of Art at Work, a company facilitating
the creation of jobs in the creative arts economy and Founder
and Chairman of Wabunii SACCO, a Savings and Credit institution
offering access to finance to creatives.
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On 27th March, 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
government of Kenya announced a dusk-to-dawn curfew covering
the entire country. This directive was later escalated with a ban
on movement in and out of Nairobi, Kilifi, Kwale and Mombasa
counties, and later Mandera, initially for 21 days. The lockdown
was finally lifted on 6th June but the curfew has remained in place,
now with less severity. There has been documented police brutality
while enforcing these restrictive measures. According to the Kenya
National Commission on Human Rights (KNCHR), police killed 10
people and injured another 87, some of them grievously, while
enforcing the curfew or lockdown in the earlier days.
While the mass restriction of movement in the context of COVID-19
has brought new attention to the use of curfews and lockdowns,
these techniques are not new and go back to the founding of the
Kenyan state. The earliest law authorising mass confinement in
Kenya was enacted in 1902, at the start of the country’s colonial
experience. The purpose of the Outlying Districts Act was “to
make provision for the closing of districts and parts of districts to
travelers.” It empowered the Minister to declare any district, or a
part of a district, to be closed to all travelers and such district or
part of a district was to be termed a “closed district.”
No person could enter a closed district except a native of that
district, a public officer, or a person with a licence allowing entry
into the district. Only the Provincial Commissioner of the province,
or the District Commissioner or a District Officer of the district was
authorized to issue a licence to enter a closed district. These officers
could withdraw a licence at any time.
In 1915, the colonial government enacted a new version of the
Government Lands Ordinance through which it recognised, for the
first time ever, the rights of the native population to land. The land
on which natives could stay were called “native reserves.” In 1926,
native reserves were renamed “African reserves” through a further
amendment of the ordinance. African reserves became official
internal boundaries “where each African ethnic group in the colony
was expected to live separately.” Supported by a system of identity
cards, (better known by its Swahili name, “kipande”), that had first
been introduced in 1915, and which prohibited movement from
the reserves without possession of kipande, the laws effectively
imposed permanent ethnically-defined lock-downs around the
country.
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What was previously known as the Northern Frontier District (NFD), the
North Eastern Province suffered political and administrative isolation
that lasted more than 70 years, and remained a closed district until
1997. The territory was carved out of the present-day southern Somalia
in 1925. Movement into and out of the area was restricted during this
period. After independence in 1963, an irredentist conflict broke out in
the region. To break up the insurgency, the independence government
responded with brutal force that included the rounding up of members
of local communities into 14 manyattas that were guarded by troops
in a programme called “villagisation”. While the conflict ended with
the signing of the Arusha Memorandum in 1967, Somalia did not
renounce its claim over the NFD which remained administratively and
politically dislocated from the rest of the country. In the intervening
years, pervasive insecurity remained a barrier to accessing the area.
Only in 1997 was the Outlying Districts Act repealed, and with it, the
legal requirement for a pass to enter this area was removed.
The tactics employed in the former NFD had first been used during the
Mau Mau Uprising in Central Kenya, between 1952 and 1960 when
the Kenya Land and Freedom Army, also known as Mau Mau engaged
the British government in an armed struggle for independence in
1963. The British reaction to the uprising included a large militarysweep of Nairobi during which tens of thousands of suspected Mau
Mau members and sympathisers were arrested. This was followed by
the mass deportation of Kikuyu people from Nairobi to the reserves
and the inception of a massive villagisation programme in which more
than a million rural people in central province were confined to highly
protected villages.
Although Kenya repealed the Outlying Districts Act, the country retained
the Preservation of Public Security Act, which contains substantially the
same content as the repealed law. Enacted in 1960, the Act authorizes
the President to impose a range of measures that constrain the liberties
of the public. The measures include “the restriction of movement
(into, out of or within Kenya), and compulsory movement of persons,
including the imposition of curfews.”
Regulations under the Act also authorise the restriction of movement
through the use of “movement control orders”. The Minister, or a
person he authorises, may direct that “all members of any one or more
of the specified tribes living in any particular area” remain within the
limits of such area as may be specified in the order.
Before the recent COVID-19 induced lockdown, the most recent
previous mass restriction of movement occurred after a group of
soldiers attempted a coup against the Kenya government in 1982.
The government imposed a curfew over Nairobi and Nanyuki starting
at 6.00 p.m. until 7.00 a.m. After five days, the curfew was reviewed
from 9.00 p.m. to 5.00 a.m. and was thereafter lifted as normalcy was
rapidly restored after the government crushed the attempted coup.
The Public Health Act contains comprehensive provisions for the
management of infectious diseases including pandemics. The Act
authorises confinement through isolation, commonly referred to as
quarantine, as a measure for the control of infectious diseases. The
Act also empowers a medical officer of health to place in isolation any
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person considered to have recently been exposed to infection that
may be in the incubation stage. It further requires a certificate to
be signed by the medical officer of health, and an order issued by
a magistrate, before a person is removed into isolation. The cost of
isolation is borne by the local authority of the district where such a
person is found and the person must be held in detention until she
is free from infection or able to be discharged without danger to the
public health.
The Act authorises the Minister to make regulations “preventing
any person from leaving any infected area without undergoing all
or any of the following: namely, medical examination, disinfection,
inoculation, vaccination or revaccination and passing a specified
period in an observation camp or station.” Thus the Act makes
provision not only for the confinement of individuals, but also deals
with confinement of general populations in lockdowns and curfews.

Why did the government
fail to invoke this
health-specific law in its
response to COVID-19,
instead employing the
more familiar methods
associated with the nowrepealed Outlying Districts
Act?

Why did the government fail to invoke this health-specific law in
its response to COVID-19, instead employing the more familiar
methods associated with the now-repealed Outlying Districts
Act?
A number of possible reasons may help explain the decision to
use this brawny method to assert public control, in the place of
the more reasoned approach as provided in the Public Health Act.
The first possible reason is force of habit. On the one hand, the
government has more than a century of practice using the brawny
methods authorised by the colonial-era restrictive laws while, on the
other, there is little precedent in the use of the Public Health Act
as a method of controlling population movements in response to
a pandemic. The juxtaposition of these factors alone may help to
explain the decision-making that took place in relation to COVID-19.
By itself, that decision placed the mandate to manage the pandemic
in the hands of the security sector rather than the health sector. While
the Cabinet Secretary for Health was designated as the focal person
in the response, the actors below him were mainly drawn from the
security sector and the character of the response resembled previous
politically-motivated responses which are often characterised by
the use of force. Police brutality, which came to characterise the
response, is partly explainable by the government’s decision to view
the COVID-19 challenge as a security rather than a medical threat.
There is a second possible explanation, to do with the delay and
prevarication that was evident in initial official response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Recognising China as an active centre of the
unfolding COVID-19 pandemic, Kenya’s official airline, Kenya Airways,
suspended its flights to China on 31st January 2020. However, the
government continued to allow flights originating from China into
the country for a whole month after Kenya Airways stopped flying
to China. This became a source of growing public concern over the
government’s willingness to stop the virus from coming to Kenya.
The arrival of China Southern Airline on 26th January 2020 with 239
passengers on board triggered a lawsuit filed at the High Court to
seek intervention and suspension of all flights originating in China.
The High Court suspended foreign flights into Kenya and ordered
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the government to identify and isolate the recently-arrived passengers.
Thus, it was the judiciary, and not the government, that took the first
official action against COVID-19.
When Kenya identified its first COVID-19 case two weeks after the
judiciary suspended flights, the global active centre of the novel
Coronavirus had shifted from China to European countries, particularly
Italy, the United Kingdom and Spain, overtaking China and South
Korea. The reporting of mass deaths in Europe where health systems
were now overwhelmed by COVID-19, coincided with the reporting of
Kenya’s first case and led to the realisation that, through their inertia,
Kenyan officials had allowed a serious virus to take a foothold in the
country, whose fragile health system was likely to struggle, if what was
going in Europe was an example.
In this context, the extreme reaction by the government, including
police violence, can be explained as an attempt to compensate for the
delayed initial response. Through violence, the government may have
now hoped to shift blame and attention from its officials to the public.
Thirdly, responses to COVID-19 immediately demonstrated glaring
capacity gaps on the part of the government. For example, few tests
were initially available although tracking and testing were important
for making decisions and responses. Further, the processing of results
was slow at that point. Inevitably, attention shifted to Kenya’s capacity
to provide intensive care, leading to a realisation that with only 200
intensive care beds, Kenya would struggle to cope with mass infection.
This realisation only demonstrated the seriousness of having missed
out on prevention as an option for managing COVID-19.
The government had announced that all people arriving in Kenya after
the confirmation of the first COVID-19 case would be held in mandatory
quarantine for 14 days in government-selected facilities and at owncost. The initial attempt to enforce this measure broke down in chaos
and disorder, and was ultimately unsuccessful. It only demonstrated
the state of unpreparedness to cope with COVID-19 measures. There
was also controversy over the decision to make people pay for their own
quarantine, and cases of people breaking out of quarantine by jumping
over walls were reported in the media. Later, reports of attempted
suicide over the squalid conditions in the quarantine centres surfaced,
and completed a picture of popular resistance to the government’s
measures. The controversy and negative publicity further embarrassed
the government and added to the pressure and resentment that was
already evident as a result of the delayed response in closing the
country’s airspace to foreign flights. Unable to achieve compliance
by convincing the public, the government was left with little choice
besides the use of force. Curfews and lockdowns, as performances of
compliance, provided a theatre for the use violence through which
the government also hoped to pass a message to the public about its
seriousness to address COVID-19.
George Kegoro is former Executive Director of the Kenya Human
Rights Commission (KHRC), Nairobi.
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A newborn’s cry announces its arrival, unequivocally claiming its space
in the world: “I have arrived! I am here and I am unique, from this
breath until the last!”. Over a lifetime, the newborn’s voice changes
as it begins to understand and interpret the world - a giggle to express
joy, a howl to express anger and in time, stories, and songs are born.
This act of expressing oneself is what makes us human, and it is present
in every race and culture in the world from the day we are born and
draw that first breath, all the way to our last.

Why ideas of creatives are vital

This freedom to hold and impart opinions without interference by
public authority becomes even more important for artists, who create,
perform, distribute or exhibit works of art, contributing to the exchange
of ideas and opinions essential to all cultures. Culture in itself is not
static - it has been evolving since the very beginning of time, reflecting
the dynamic nature of the human race. In Africa, for countries like Kenya
which adopted Christianity and Islam less than a 100 years ago and cast
off the colonial yoke just over 55 years ago, the words, thoughts, ideas
of creatives are vital. Artists such as King Kaka, Eric Wainaina, Juliani,
Gado, Mufasa, Dorphan, Wanuri Kahiu, and Sauti Sol allow members
of our society to hear thoughts other than those promoted by those
in power, mainstream media and religion. The competition of ideas is
what moves a society from the singular narrative and simple survival to
global success.
The Creative Economy Working Group, CEWG, is made up of over 18
different creative organisations supporting and representing between
them hundreds of artists and creatives from all backgrounds and
disciplines. CEWG supports the right of artists to thrive and believes
that independent thought contributes massively to important national
discourse. We advocate for a healthy creative economy which in turn
contributes to a healthy national economy. No two creatives are
identical - some will prefer to entertain whilst others may choose to
find creative ways to present information or propaganda. This too is a
valuable skill. But for some artists, their calling is to speak their truths
in original voices, even if their art challenges and provokes and puts
them at risk. [The role of such artists in speaking truth through their
art - even when others may not agree - in their unapologetic visions,
gives us all new perspectives on landscapes]. A gifted artist gives man
a glimpse of his own reflection, allowing him to see not just what he is,
but what he could be. And some things cannot be unseen - even when
authorities attempt to smash the mirror. This is what enables societies
to evolve and grow, as their art amplifies the unsaid.
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Dangers of silencing freedom

The dangers of silencing Freedom of Expression are contained in the 2010
Constitution of Kenya, which stipulates that the curtailment of freedom of
expression amounts to a violation of Article 33. It is a progressive Constitution
that promotes the freedom of imagination and expression deeply embedded
in our national values.
However, records of the abuse of the old Constitution show that Kenya’s
history is replete with examples of overt government censorship, which for
long referenced the archaic colonial Cap 222 - the 1962 Films and Stage Plays
Act. These were laws used by the colonizer to silence the “natives” but which
are unfortunately still currently being used to censor and stifle creativity. A
democratic society such as Kenya is based on the fundamental principle that
every individual is born free, with the right to freely express themselves within
Article 33 of the 2010 Kenya Constitution which recently celebrated 10 years
since its promulgation.
Article 33 of the 2010 Constitution of Kenya states thus
(1) Every person has the right to freedom of expression, which includes-		 (a) freedom to seek, receive or impart information or ideas;
		 (b) freedom of artistic creativity; and
		 (c) academic freedom and freedom of scientific research.
(2) The right to freedom of expression does not extend to-		 (a) propaganda for war;
		 (b) incitement to violence;
		 (c) hate speech; or
		 (d) advocacy of hatred that—
			 (i) constitutes ethnic incitement, vilification of others or incitement
				 to cause harm; or
			 (ii) is based on any ground of discrimination specified or 		
				 contemplated in Article 27 (4).
(3) In the exercise of the right to freedom of expression, every person
		 shall respect the rights and reputation of others.
If we, as creatives, allow our governments to limit us beyond the express
provisions and bounds of our Constitution, we negate the struggles of
luminaries such Ngugi Wa Thiong’o to the dustbin. They fought in the
70’s and continued to do so to free this creative space and to help usher
in the above progressive clauses. It is shameful to see the old CAP 222 still
being used today to censor Wanuri Kahiu’s Rafiki film. Let us not agree to
be retrogressive by relinquishing our freedoms and allowing censorship like
poison gas to destroy bold creative work and negatively affect creatives when
they are blocked from earning from their creativity.

Retrogressive laws

Curtailment of this freedom impedes not only artistic freedom but also
scientific inquiry. Creatives need the space to stretch their imagination and
interpret the world from their own perspective, as long as no harm visits
target audiences or stakeholders as a direct consequence. Remember that
one person’s interpretation, or the singular narrative, can be very dangerous,
even retrogressive. Most progressive democracies are based on citizens’
freedom of expression. Countries that have free space for expression tend to
develop better, faster and are far better socialised than those that curtail such
freedoms.
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The retrogressive laws contained in the Film and Stage Plays Act of
1962 (revised in 2012), otherwise known as Cap 222, have seen creative
work like the Rafiki film banned in Kenya while this great work by a
celebrated Kenya filmmaker is watched the world over including here
in Africa. This just goes to prove the proverbial claim that “prophets
are not accepted at home”. This is so given the global support
films emerging from Kenya are garnering as they get to premier at
International Festivals. For example, the film The Letter by Maia Lekow
and Chris King that premiered at the International Documentary Film
Festival (IDFA) in Amsterdam was a first for Kenya. The documentary film
Softie, directed by Sam Soko, premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in
Utah and bagged the Special Jury Award for Editing. It thereafter won
best documentary film at Encounters in South Africa, then went on to
win Best Documentary Film at the Durban International Film Festival
(DIFF), making it eligible to enter the OSCARS race. For the first time in
our Kenyan film history, we have two documentaries running for Best
Foreign Language Film Category at the Academy Awards. Before these
was New Moon by Philippa Hermann-Ndisi, a documentary film which
won at Luxor in Egypt and at the Durban International Film Festival.
The recent big break by director Wanuri Kahiu in Hollywood, after being
the first Kenya fiction film to premiere at the CANNES film festival, is a
clear indication that there is an urgent need for revisiting CAP 222 and
the Kenya Film Classification Board’s (KFCB) mandate and guidelines,
which are underpinned by colonial undertones. Since 1962, these have
been intended to limit Freedom of Expression. If this is pegged on
the UK laws, then it unfortunately falls flat on its face, since the UK is
generous in its provision of laws protecting freedoms, as revealed by
case studies shared.

The Rafiki case

On the Rafiki Case and CEWG’s call to repeal The Films and Stages
Plays Act (CAP 222), here is our take. We strongly feel that the Films
and Stage Plays Act (CAP 222) bestows unconstitutional powers on
the Kenya Film Classification Board that amount to the curtailing of
fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Kenya 2010 Constitution,
and which must therefore be repealed, as follows:
•
		
		
		
		
		

Section 4 of the Act forbids any person from making a film
within Kenya for public exhibition or sale except under
the terms and conditions of a filming license issued 		
by the licensing officer. This section criminalises expression
through filmmaking on grounds that have no proximate
relation to Article 33(2) of the constitution.

•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Section 6 of the Act limits the freedom of filmmakers to
seek, receive or impart information or ideas as well as their
freedom of artistic creativity. This section is unconstitutional
as it delegates uncontrolled and absolute discretion, to issue
or refuse to issue a filming license, on the Kenya 		
Film Classification Board. The licensing officer may 		
also impose any conditions as he may think fit regardless of
the fact most officers have no background in film making.
Besides, there is no objective criterion in Section 6, for the
issuance of licenses, rendering the process subjective and
shrouded in mystery.
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•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

On alterations and additions to films, Section 7(1) and (2) 		
restricts creativity of filmmakers to make any changes in 		
the film scenes without a prior application in writing to the 		
licensing officer for permission to do so. An action as simple as
moving a chair in a scene could warrant withdrawal of the license
by KFCB. (You find it absurd until one says, replace the bed with a
chair, as if beds are not central or permanent fixtures in our 		
houses. Hello?)

• Section 9 of the Act limits freedom of expression by allowing 		
		
armed policemen to intervene in the making of films. Can you
		imagine?
These restrictions limit the freedom of expression of filmmakers by almost
criminalising the making of any films which amounts to the silencing of voices
and is an impediment to economic growth at large. Freedom of Expression
is not a luxury, it is a fundamental freedom and must be safeguarded by
everyone especially those in our creative sector. Freedom of Expression is
enshrined in the Constitution hence everyone should respect, uphold and
defend it.

Specific highlights on The Rafiki Case and Appeal
Progress

On the 10th of April 2018, Wanuri Kahiu, an outstanding Kenyan award-winning
film director, producer and author submitted her script for the Rafiki film to
the Kenya Film Classification Board (KFCB) for examination and rating. After
an assessment, KFCB ordered Wanuri to remove the love song at the end and
give the film a remorseful (or negative) ending. The reason given by KFCB for
this directive was very subjective. In response, Wanuri instead requested KFCB
to classify the film (which is indeed the work of KFCB), since the directive to
edit the film was a violation of her creative freedom of expression guaranteed
under Article 33 of the Constitution of Kenya.
Subsequently, through a letter dated the 26th of April 2018, KFCB decided to
censor the film Rafiki. KFCB banned any person from exhibiting, distributing,
broadcasting, or possessing the film Rafiki in any form or platform anywhere
within the Republic of Kenya. A few months later, through an email dated
14th of August 2018, Wanuri was notified by the Oscars Selection Committee
that due to the ban on the film, Rafiki would not be eligible for an Oscars
entry into the Best Foreign Language Film category. The major reason was
that it had not met the requirement that a film be shown/exhibited for a
minimum of seven days to be eligible for consideration, with the deadline for
submission to the Oscars Committee being 30th of September 2020.
Consequently, on the 11th of September 2018, Wanuri and the Creative
Economy Working Group (CEWG) who enjoined in the case as 2nd respondents,
filed an application and petition before the High Court, Constitution and
Human Rights Division. CEWG is a consortium of civil society organisations
and institutions whose objective is to campaign for the advancement of
legislative and policy reforms in the creative sector for the advancement of
culture, arts and media in Kenya. In both the petition and application, Wanuri
and CEWG sought conservatory orders staying the KFCB decision to ban and
restrict the film and to allow her to submit the film to the Oscars Selection
Committee Kenya for consideration.
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These restrictions
limit the freedom of
expression of filmmakers
by almost criminalising
the making of any
films which amount to
the silencing of voices
and an impediment
to economic growth
at large. Freedom
of Expression is
not a luxury, it is
a fundamental
freedom and must
be safeguarded by
everyone especially
those in our creative
sector. Freedom of
Expression is enshrined
in the Constitution
hence everyone should
respect, uphold and
defend it.

Window of exhibition granted

Wanuri and CEWG also sought to have several sections of the Films and
Stage Plays Act, Cap 22 and Kenya Film Classification Board Classification
Guidelines, 2012 declared unconstitutional for curtailing the right to
freedom of expression. On the 21st of September 2018 the High Court,
Constitution and Human Rights Division granted conservatory orders,
staying the ban on the Rafiki film for seven days to enable it to be
submitted for the Oscars in the Best Foreign Language Film category.
This window of exhibition was granted and Kenyans got to watch the
film during that short time. We are yet to be told of the consequences
of the film being screened at the Prestige Cinema, as well as at the
French Cultural Centre, both in Nairobi.
Nonetheless, in the final verdict, when the High Court delivered its
judgement on the 29th of April, 2020 the honourable Judge in his
ruling held that KFCB’S actions in limiting the filmmaker’s freedom of
expression were constitutional as they sought to protect the Kenyan
public’s moral values. The ban on Rafiki was upheld and the entire
petition dismissed with costs to the petitioners. This decision rendered
by the High Court has attracted criticism from both legal scholars and
practitioners, thus triggering an appeal process. Consequently, after the
High Court upheld the banning of the film, Wanuri, as writer/director
and co-producer of Rafiki said she will continue to fight against laws
that have no place in our democratic Kenyan society. So together with
CEWG, the appeal process is just about to begin.
The case has attracted regional and international interest and
partnership between CEWG and Trust Law which is a global pro bono
service legal provider under the Thomson Reuters Foundation that
links high impact NGOs and social enterprises with the best law firms
around the world.
So far, working hand in hand with Katiba Institute who have a
memorandum of understanding with CEWG as their legal representative
in the “Rafiki ”case, Trust Law has managed to draw in reputable and
experienced international law firms such as Simmons & Simmons
LLP Advocates (UK), Torys LLP Advocates(Canada), Webber Wentzel
Advocates (South Africa), Udo Udoma & Belo-Osagie Advocates
(Nigeria), Saikrishna & Associates Advocates (India), and Loeb & Loeb
LLP Advocates (United States) to assist in a comparative research study
in their respective areas of jurisdiction as the case goes into appeal.
Judy Kibinge is Executive Director, and Peter Mudamba is Programs
Director at DOCUBOX, the East Africa Documentary Film Fund.
Ray Odanga and Ken Kigunda are with the freedom of expression
advocacy under CEWG.
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The Kenyan Theatre and Performing Arts sector’s growth has been stifled
since the colonial era. As in Uganda, and their other colonies, the British
used culture and the performing arts to command a “cultural monopoly”…
in an effort to fulfil “Her Royal Majesty’s order…to civilize the natives by
introducing art and commerce.”[1] Although there was no prescription as to
the types of performances that could be developed during colonialism, the
British increasingly looked down upon the traditional forms of expression
and introduced a more proscenium, Aristotelean performance culture. The
influence of the monopolization of the arts and cultural sector in Kenya,
not only affected the artistic quality of theatre and performing arts pieces,
but also stifled the growth of an organic, and sustainable creative sector,
that suits the needs of the Kenyan creative market. The censorship during
the Moi regime further stifled creative expression amongst the Kenyan
thespian community. Situated within the framework of postcolonialism,
the Kenyan creative sector is still struggling to recover from the effects
of British colonial rule, and the Moi regime. Alongside these ideological
challenges, the low prioritization of investment in Culture and Creative
Industries both by the state and the private sector, has resulted in an industry
that lacks adequate structural underpinnings to provide a financially stable
environment for its practitioners and participants. The current network of
performers and practitioners across the country are asking: how do we
create a sustainable performing arts ecosystem that allows artists to thrive,
and promotes original Kenyan work across the continent and around the
world? How do we create spaces and provide artists with the necessary
tools to develop stories relevant to their own experience, and also create a
supportive production structure to empower new voices?
Notably, “there are there are multiple cultural initiatives in Nairobi, that seek
to address this need, such as the LAM Sisterhood, Back to Basics, Chatterbox
Productions, Too Early for Birds Collective, StoryMoja Publishers, and the
Nairobi Musical Theatre Initiative (NBO MTI)”[2]. These initiatives have given
a platform to some of Kenya’s leading artists and musicians to reinvent the
theatre canon on a local and global platform, and introduce a new wave of
contemporary theatre in Nairobi that speaks to our experiences as Kenyans
in the 21st century. The ever-growing theatre community has enriched the
artistic and cultural diversity of the Kenyan performing arts industry and
presented multiple narratives of what it means to be Kenyan, and make
Kenyan art. Given the growing industry and the gradual introduction of
such platforms, the performing arts community in Nairobi is feeling the
need for a creative infrastructure that can sustain artistic pursuits and
expose Kenyan artists regionally and internationally.
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The economic stagnation that the COVID-19 pandemic has inflicted
on the creative sector has brought to light some of the shortcomings
of the industry in Kenya, and further justified the need for systems
that can support practitioners during this time. The vibrant performing
arts scene was brought to a rude halt by the COVID-19 pandemic, as
public spaces were closed down and physical gatherings of all kinds
suspended. The sector has been plunged into a serious moment of
self re-evaluation in the face of the reality of being classified as “nonessential” in a very literal sense. Besides the globally shared existential
crisis that racked the performing arts world, practitioners in Kenya were
forced to very vividly confront the precariousness of their livelihoods.
Many scrambled to re-imagine the possibilities for their work to have
an on-line iteration both for this and future seasons, and others have
had to turn to more economically dependable forms of work. It is clear
that many structural adjustments are required to get the sector back on
its feet, and these shifts must address the deeply rooted issues which
are undermining the growth of the sector.
Inspired by the need to fill this creative gap, theatre producer, and
managing director of Rainmaker Productions Limited, Sheba Hirst,
brought together a team of three practitioners in the field to begin
to take an in-depth look at some of these issues and to map a clearer
picture of the sector. The Map Theatre Kenya Initiative is aimed at
collecting and collating data related to the Kenya Theatre Sector as
it exists in 2020. Building from previously written reports such as
the Twaweza Communications “Cultural and Creative Industries
Supporting Activities in Sub-Saharan Africa”[3], the initiative seeks to
provide critical sector-specific information that can not only be used
to advise the COVID-19 relief efforts but also be used as a baseline for
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post-COVID recovery, to rebuild and re-imagine efforts for the growth of
the creative economy and the sector at large. The team consists of Wanjiku
Mwawuganga, who most recently directed the Too Early for Birds Brazen
Series; Miriam Kadzitu, a theatre producer and marketing manager who
was part of the touring company of Tinga Tinga Tales in New York, and
Karishma Bhagani, a producer, director and scholar who serves as Associate
Producing Director of the Nairobi Musical Theatre Initiative and Associate
Artistic Director of Tebere Arts Foundation (co-curators of the Kampala
International Theatre Festival).
The first phase of the project was conducted in August 2020 and focused on
two primary goals: first, to begin the creation of a Kenyan theatre database
that includes contact information for various artists across the field;
and second, to collect data from various practitioners (directors, actors,
technicians, writers, festival managers, etc) related to their experiences in
the sector in and around Nairobi. In order to collect data from practitioners,
we organized a series of nine different councils and spoke to 47 veteran
and contemporary stakeholders in the field. The councils were created to
represent the diversity of the creative sector. Individuals from the literature
community, church theatre community, the veteran theatre industry and
the Kenyan-Indian theatre community were all included in the various
councils. Each council meeting had a series of different questions and
responses to the current state of the creative sector. Some of the individuals
we spoke to included Ogutu Muraya, Sitawa Namwalie, John-Sibi Okumu,
Prof. Christopher J Odhiambo, Amar Desai, Sakina Mildred, Vikash Pattni,
Ngartia, Nick Ndeda, Tabitha Siteiya, and Muthoni Gitau, to name a few.
This pilot phase brought to light many other considerations that need to
be taken into account when making recommendations for the sustainable
expansion of the creative sector. One of the largest takeaways was the
fact that the distribution of resources and networking within the creative
community is sparse, and such collective moments of interaction are
necessary for the preservation of the industry. The Kenyan cultural sector
would benefit from a structural shift. This would include the creation of
a pipeline that allows for young creatives to find their voice and discover
their artistic practice, whilst having access to established and veteran
artists in the field, who are presently shaping the Kenyan theatre industry.
Furthermore, the data collection process emphasized the need for a shift in
professional work ethic and a collective mindset towards the cultural sector
in Kenya. Whilst the arts are presently not considered essential services, the
pilot phase of this research project has further emphasized the necessity
for a collective space to reflect, rebuild and reimagine the possibilities of
a thriving cultural scene. This space is the theatre. The first phase of the
report has been compiled and the database of the Kenyan performing arts
sector will be populated on a rolling basis throughout the project.
This research has encouraged us to strive to develop an integrated approach
that engages both the private and public sector and seeks to incorporate
the arts as essential to survival at the state level. Not only will this support
the generation of a sustainable ecosystem that is not prescriptive, that is
responsive to our needs as Kenyan artists; it will further emphasize the
potential that the creative sector has to contribute to a successful artistic
career for Kenyan artists, with increased Kenyan audiences. Ultimately, a
rise in tourism, and growing cultural exports can present a new image of
the vibrant culture and arts in Kenya on a global platform. With the gradual
reopening of global economies, and the ease on travel restrictions during
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Not only will this support
the generation of a
sustainable ecosystem
that is not prescriptive,
but is responsive to our
needs as Kenyan artists,
but also it will further
emphasize the potential
that the creative sector
has to contribute to
a successful artistic
career for Kenyan
artists, increased Kenyan
audiences, and ultimately
a rise in tourism and
generating cultural
exports to present a new
image of vibrant culture
and arts in Kenya on a
global platform.

the COVID-19 pandemic, the performing arts will be reintroduced as
the bedrock of our society, the glue that holds our social interactions
together and the space which we use as a society to question complex
narratives, understand each other’s differences, and celebrate the
pluralistic world we live in.
In order to realize our collective goals as a creative sector, the Map
Theatre Kenya team intends to conduct a more rigorous second phase
of research that expands the regional focus to collect data from all 47
counties and deepens the scope to capture community and informal
sector theatre practices. We intend to partner with both private
sectors, foundation and government giving entities to establish our
work within a locally funded and sustained platform. Not only do we
recognize the need for buy-in from various stakeholders in the creative
field, but also, we are committed to exploring in-depth benchmarking
evaluations, and generating stronger support systems for artists in the
creative sector to situate our research within a global cultural policy
framework.
The effects of colonialism, and of previous regimes that had
heightened censorship measures for creatives continue to be felt in
Kenya, and more widely across the African continent. Now, after 57
years of independence, the creative sector continues to struggle with
lack of funding and resources, and adequate leadership to pioneer a
sustainable creative economy, where artists can both survive and thrive
in their craft. As practitioners in the field, it is our shared responsibility
as culture keepers of our society to demand recognition for the critical
contributions that we make to the generation and upkeep of our
people. Whether through research, or a shift in professional practices
across the theatre industry in Kenya, it is our conviction and our calling
to create a more sustainable, revenue-generating theatre ecosystem
for our collective survival as a creative industry, and as a nation.
Sheba Hirst is the Managing Director of Rainmaker Productions
Limited; Wanjiku Mwawuganga, a performing artist, writer and
director; Miriam Kadzitu, a theatre and live content producer,
Marketing Manager and director of Code Ink; and Karishma
Bhagani, a director, producer and scholar.
[1]
Rose Mbowa, “Theater and Political Repression in Uganda,” Research in African Literatures,
Autumn, 27, no. 3 (1996): 88, 1996, accessed March 5, 2019, https://www.jstor.org/
stable/3820312.
[2]
Bhagani, Karishma. “The Marriage of Music and Story.” HowlRound Theatre Commons.
(2020) https://howlround.com/marriage-music-and-story.

Ivo Franco, Pedro Affonso, and Kimani Njogu. “Cultural and Creative Industries Supporting
Activities in Sub-Saharan Africa.” Ifa Edition Culture and Foreign Policy, doi:https://doi.
org/10.17901/AKBP1.07.2020.
[3]
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A Brief Overview
The ResiliArt conversations presented a unique opportunity for the creative
sector to pause for a moment and reflect on itself. Three discussions were
held, in May, June and July 2020. The first discussion set the tone for the
dialogues, providing the contexts under the broad heading, as above.
Subsequent discussions were then able to focus on specific areas, with the
second session looking at ‘Democratizing the Digital Space’, and the third
focusing on ‘Bridging the Gap Between Policy and Practice’.
The discussions, which happened online, were organized locally by
the UNESCO Regional Office for Eastern Africa and the Kenya National
Commission for UNESCO (KNATCOM) under the umbrella of UNESCO, in
partnership with the Ministry of Sports, Culture & Heritage, the Creative
Economy Working Group (CEWG), Alliance Française de Nairobi, The
GoDown Arts Centre and Twaweza Communications. The partnership
was powerful, reflecting a committed, sustained and robust engagement
with issues culture, and with issues art. Not only did Alliance Française
ably manage the technology; the sessions, expertly moderated by Joy
Mboya of the GoDown Arts Center were rich and incisive, the targeted
as well as open-ended questions inviting a comprehensive, informative,
and useful discussion. (So useful that a follow-up series of even more
in-depth conversations, Wasanii Tujisort, dedicated to ‘practical insights
and exchanges between creatives’ has already rolled out.) Twaweza
Communications, with the Creative Economy Working Group (CEWG)
provided both logistical and conceptual support. Reflections on the
immediate effects of social isolation on mental health and the lack of
resources due to economic shrinkages anchored the dialogues, which cut
across such sectoral concerns as arts practice, policy, intellectual property
(IP), money, copyright, and new opportunities offered by the digital
marketplace. They demonstrated the dynamism, synergetic singularity, and
complementary interlocking of a sector that is as introspective as it remains
outward-looking, strategically engaging with diverse networks, signalling
that it has truly come of age.
The issues discussed both predate COVID-19, but also cast future shadows
at once far-reaching and sometimes so twisted as to give rise to new
archetypes – ‘Covid millionaire’, for instance – and such hashtags as
‘#MoneyHeist’ infusing a whole new meaning into the term ‘Creative
Economy’. The idea of #MoneyHeist travelled, and was the focus of a
paper, ‘Covid and the Spectre of Disaster Capitalism’, delivered virtually
at the Africa Studies Association (ASA) in Washington in November 2020,
in which Professor Shadrack Nasongo of Rhodes College, Memphis,
Tennessee, contextualized the pandemic in Kenya against a broad swathe
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of previous disasters in which governments acted to exploit the situation
economically. He gave the example of 2005 Hurricane Katrina in the US
that led to the privatization of public housing as an instance of the easy
corralling of citizens in times of crisis, drawn on data leading to the
tightening of citizen freedoms. He was sounding a general warning,
but also pointing specifically to a cynical form of State capture in which
briefcase companies were created over here to mop up money donated
or borrowed for Covid relief. In the following days, local media also
carried an expose of these same companies, but so far nothing has
been done to call them to account.

And yet the
conversations have
shown a wonderfully
resilient sector that
has proved itself over
time. The document
below has been shared
with the Ministry for
Culture, and it is our
earnest hope that they
will rise to some of its
challenges to ensure
that the Heritage
Bill lives up to all the
hopes it carries, drawn
from the diverse
energies of all who
have contributed to it
over many years.

The cautious uptake of the 100 million shilling bailout, surely
unprecedented largesse for artists, may have surprised some. [The
Sports Fund, intended for the sector only allocates 5% to arts/culture,
while a disproportionate 60% is allocated to ‘Social Development’—a
‘reserve’ allocation whose nebulous nature may leave it open to misuse.]
Whilst most artists were unable to access the fund, many locked out
by technology, one of the key issues raised concerned this notion of
grant-making between Government and the sector. The trade-off of
information for access through registration, administrative red-tape
and punitive rather than supportive repayment modalities make the
fund unattractive. The final session, ‘Bridging the Gap’ also flagged
the idea of taxing digital space. Signalling the proposed introduction
of a digital tax by the Government of Kenya as ill-advised, Liz Lenjo,
IP lawyer, made the crucial distinction between the platform itself as
infrastructure - that it is not a new business - and the business itself.
She pointed out that the business would already be subject to licensing
and related tax, whatever its location. There are indeed many moments
of such clarity in the conversations.
Several panellists mentioned enabling legislations, on copyright, for
instance, and facilitative initiatives regarding local content. I draw
The Kenya National Culture and Heritage Policy that was approved by
Cabinet on December 1, 2020 into this context to highlight the role of
the Department of Culture - for being supportive of such initiatives,
and for participating in the dialogues. After a protracted process, the
Policy comes into a moment both accelerated and intensified by the
pandemic that may well alter the long-held desire for and anticipation
of the establishment of a National Arts & Culture Council. As ways of
working have had to shift, so might the need for such an Institution,
once seen as crucial to bringing the necessary structure and coherence
to a sector that has traditionally been under-resourced and neglected.
And yet the conversations have shown a wonderfully resilient sector
that has proved itself over time. The document below has been shared
with the Ministry for Culture, and it is our earnest hope that they will
rise to some of its challenges to ensure that the Heritage Bill lives up to
all the hopes it carries, drawn from the diverse energies of all who have
contributed to it over many years.
The conversations themselves are a brilliant resource and archive, and
are available at https://wabunifu.org/?s=resiliart, and on YouTube.
G Oluoch-Olunya is a Strategic Consultant at the GoDown Arts
Centre. She is an Ubuntu Fellow, Centre for Advanced Learning,
University of Pretoria.
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ResiliArt- Kenya: Crafting and Reshaping the Creative
Economy for Resilience and Sustainability
A.
a)

PREAMBLE
The ResiliArt Movement

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the whole world, plunging the global
economy into a recession. The current health crisis is likely to cost the world
economy US $1 trillion during 2020 (UNCTAD), while one estimate shows that
five to 25 million jobs will be eradicated, wiping out US $860 billion to US $3.4
trillion in labour income (ILO). While the profound disruption to cultural life and
livelihoods caused by COVID-19 is evident, the pandemic is also revealing and
magnifying the creative industries’ pre-existing volatility. The current crisis must
trigger efforts to increase its resilience and sustainability, as well as harness the
universality and power of creativity.
ResiliArt is a global movement, launched by UNESCO in April 2020, consisting
of a series of virtual debates with key industry professionals and artists – both
renowned and unknown – that raises awareness of the far-reaching impact of the
current confinement measures on the culture sector. It aims to support UNESCO
Member States in the development of policies and financial mechanisms that can
help creative individuals and communities overcome the current crisis.
UNESCO launched the ResiliArt movement to:
•
Raise awareness about the impact of COVID-19 on the culture sector
		
and the livelihoods of culture professionals;
•
Give visibility to artists worldwide – established and emerging – and
		
ensure their voices are heard at the policy level to address existing 		
		
gaps and needs;
•
Contribute to decision-making processes of Member States during 		
		
the development of policies and financial mechanisms aimed at 		
		
empowering artists.
ResiliArt|Kenya was launched in May 2020 as a series of three monthly online
debates on 21 May, 25 June and 30 July 2020 involving stakeholders in the culture
and creative industries, including government agencies, civil society organizations,
private enterprises, and creative practitioners. The debates were designed to
enable strategic reflection, consolidation of thoughts and ideas on the impact
of COVID-19 on the creative economy sector, while charting a way toward its
resilience. They aimed at building optimism and hope among cultural and creative
industries actors in Kenya during a time when the sector has been gravely affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Overall, the three ResiliArt|Kenya discussions raised awareness about the impact
of COVID-19 on the culture sector and the livelihoods of culture professionals
in Kenya. They brought to the fore immediate and long-term actionable
recommendations to ensure the resilience of the creative sector in Kenya.
b)
ResiliArt|Kenya Partners
The UNESCO Regional Office for Eastern Africa partnered with the Kenya National
Commission for UNESCO; the Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage; the
Creative Economy Working Group; Alliance Française de Nairobi; The GoDown
Arts Centre; and Twaweza Communications for the organization of the three
ResiliArt|Kenya public dialogues.
c)
Kenyan Context
The economic and social impact of the confinement measures instituted
by countries across the globe has had dire consequences on the creative
economy, including in Kenya. Income streams, human resources, equipment
and infrastructural developments in the various subsectors in the culture and
creative industries have been negatively affected and, in some cases, lost. The
COVID-19 crisis exacerbated an already challenging situation as organizations
and companies in the sector were compelled to make drastic, pragmatic decisions
to tighten, review, and reduce expenditures.
d)
FINDINGS
Through the ResiliArt|Kenya public dialogues, the sector recognized fundamental
flaws of the creative economy in Kenya that required review, for the health and
growth of the sector. These include:
1.
Development and implementation of sound policies and structural 		
		
frameworks are essential in building an enabling environment for 		
		
the sustainable development of the creative economy.
2.
		
		
		
		

An integrated, collaborative and cohesive approach to creating 		
long-view solutions that focus on the supply and demand for 		
creative goods and services is vital. Government agencies in various
ministries, civil society organizations, private sector and individual 		
practitioners are all required to participate in revamping the sector.

3.
		
		
		
		
		

The creative industries in Kenya need strategies to reconstruct 		
ecosystems, build reserves and access to resources, organize for 		
collective action, and create mechanisms for social and emotional 		
support in times of crisis. The sector also recognizes the lack of 		
social protection structures, saving schemes and reserves to cushion
practitioners during crisis.

4.
		
		
		

The prioritization of the establishment of an annual cultural sector 		
fund is essential for the sustainable distribution of resources, 		
particularly for the benefit of the most vulnerable cultural and 		
creative sector actors.

5.
The sector recognizes the need to establish statutes for the Status 		
		
of the Artist to enable clear definition and identification of the 		
		
artist for strategic support, advocacy, and ensuring the voices of 		
		
the cultural sector are included in all political and economic 		
		decisions.
6.
		

The recognition of the important role of cultural statistics in 		
developing the sector was also emphasized.
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7.
		
		
		
  

B.

The importance of the freedom to organize in networks, trade unions
or other forms of associations, for collective bargaining of benefits and
social dialogue, was identified as vital in securing artistic rights and
freedoms, and ensuring sector development.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Throughout Kenya’s ResiliArt debates, the cultural stakeholders emphasized the need
to ensure the establishment and implementation of the right policy frameworks,
structures and mechanisms that positively impact the entire creative ecosystem. Below
are some key recommendations on how to build the sector for resilience in this
COVID-19 era, surmised from the three robust ResiliArt|Kenya public dialogues held
from May to July 2020:
1.
Review the Sports, Arts and Social Development Fund Act, 		
		
Regulations and Guidelines to strengthen Culture and 			
		
Creative Industries Funding: The stimulus “work-for-pay” package
		
released by the Government of Kenya in April 2020 through the 		
		
Ministry of Sports, Culture, and Heritage was a necessary 			
		
vehicle to support artists during difficult economic times occasioned
		
by the COVID-19 pandemic. The sector recommends that 			
		
this support is systematized by reviewing the Sports, Arts and Social
		
Development Act, Regulations and Guidelines so that sector practitioners
		
can benefit and build resilience through regular funding. Currently, the
		
Fund is skewed towards Sports and Social Development. The fund 		
		
should be available to individuals, institutions, and public agencies 		
		
that work in arts and culture. Furthermore, practitioners ought to be
		
represented on the Fund Board.
		Responsible Party: Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage
2.
Review the Act and Regulations of the Sports, Arts, and Social 		
		
Development Fund: This Fund is currently managed under the auspices
		
of the Ministry of Sports Culture and Heritage but is skewed heavily
		
towards sports. There is need to review the Act and accompanying 		
		
regulations so that it serves the creative sector better.
		Responsible Party: Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage
3.
Prioritize Policy Frameworks for the Culture and Creative		
		
Industries: The delay in finalizing the ratification of the Kenya 		
		
National Culture and Heritage Policy and other related policies and 		
		
frameworks for the sector has had far-reaching adverse effects on 		
		
the sector’s growth, and hindered the delivery of benefits that accrue for
		
sector practitioners. The Ministry of Sports, Culture, and Heritage should
		
endeavor to prioritize and fast-track the finalization and ratification
		
of the national policies for culture and other related frameworks in 		
		
order to provide an enabling environment for the sector to thrive. 		
		
Furthermore, the National Culture and Heritage Policy’s implementation
		
will see the establishment of the National Arts and Culture Council,
		
which is an essential authority in the creative ecosystem.
		Responsible Party: Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage
4.
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Mechanisms for Broader Access to the Digital Environment: The
ResiliArt platforms stressed the need to advocate for digital services as a
public good, accessible to all through appropriate policy and		
legislation, financing, infrastructure, and governance, thereby 		
closing the gap in affordability and access to technological 			

		
infrastructure. The Ministry of Information Communication and 		
		
Technology should ensure creatives are well-positioned to leverage the
		
digital space for creativity and the establishment of monetization 		
		
models. Further, the internet should be available with minimal 		
		
censorship, to secure freedom of artistic expression. Clear Intellectual
		
property protection modalities that govern the production and 		
		
dissemination of cultural goods and services on the digital platform and
		
the protection of the cultural property need enforcement.
		Responsible Party: The Ministry of Information Communication and
		
Technology and Kenya Intellectual Property Institute (KIPI)
5.
Sector Organization and Structuring: The Ministry of Sports 		
		
Culture and Heritage should endeavor to take necessary action 		
		
in establishing clear mechanisms for the registration of associations,
		
civil society organizations, community-based organizations, companies,
		
groups and individual practitioners in the culture and creative 		
		
industries, that enable strategic inclusion, coordination, collective 		
		
action, and data collection. This strategy should be cautiously executed
		
to ensure that no artist is excluded from the benefits of collective action,
		
regardless of their registration status. Structuring the sector will 		
		
encourage non-governmental organizations and cultural practitioners’
		
participation in advocacy and lend critical voices in supporting sector
		growth.
		Responsible Party: Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage
6.
Strengthen Statistics and Data Collection on CCIs: The importance of
		
appropriate data collection mechanisms and statistics was highlighted
		
throughout the sector discussions. The Ministry of Sports, Culture 		
		
and Heritage should build close partnerships with the Kenya National
		
Bureau of Statistics, for continuous collection of sector-specific data
		
and statistics to inform policy development and implementation, as well
		
as for the visibility of the sector’s contribution to national development.  
		Responsible Party: Kenya National Bureau of Statistics
7.
Formulate Legislation for Status of the Artist: The Ministry of 		
		
Sports, Culture and Heritage should promote and protect the status
		
of the artist by developing legislation, building on the 1980 		
		
Recommendation Concerning the Status of the Artist. Artistic 		
		
activity, including innovation and research, should be considered as a
		
service to the community. The state should ensure artists enjoy the full
		
development of their work, and should provide economic safeguards
		
to which artists are entitled, as they actively engage in cultural practice.
		
Legislation should ensure mechanisms for capacity building, training,
		
social security and welfare, economic support, freedom of expression,
		
and decent pay for artists are secured.
		Responsible Party: The Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage
8.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Strengthen mechanisms for royalty payments: Artists continue 		
complaining that they face challenges with payment of royalties. Public
Institutions that serve the sector should establish and strengthen 		
mechanisms to ensure that artists are paid by TV and Radio Broadcasters.
The sector recommends that, through the Communications 		
Authority of Kenya, media houses and broadcasters diligently comply
with their obligations to the industry, including timely payment of dues
to sector players and commitment to broadcasters’ regulations on 		
airplay of local content. The Ministry of ICT and KECOBO (Kenya 		
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Copyright Board) should take the necessary measures to institute these
		
provisions to ensure fair pay to creatives and to stimulate the increase in
		
the diversity of cultural expression.
		Responsible Party: The Ministry of Information Communication and
		
Technology and Kenya Copyright Board
9.
Reference existing knowledge in policy formulation and 		
		
implementation: Over the years, the creative sector and stakeholders
		
have generated a wealth of knowledge about the sector. It is 		
		
recommended that decision makers reference this body of knowledge
		
in the formulation and implementation of policy, and in designing 		
		
interventions, in order to benefit from stakeholder input on areas of
		action.
		Responsible Party: The Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage
This document was compiled by UNESCO Regional Office of Eastern Africa and
the Creative Economy Working Group (CEWG) and presented to the Principal
Secretary, Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage on 9th November 2020.
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